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World HeadlinesGary Meyer
ST AFF WRITER
PERSIAN GULF - Military forces
from a host 'of nations continue to
mount in the Persian Gulf and Saudi
Arabia as Iraqi president, Saddam
Hussein, begins to make concessions.
Hussein h~ offered to release all hostages in return for a promise by the
United States not to attack, He has also
reponedly offered to withdraw from
Kuwait if granted greater drilling
privileges at disputed oil wells and a
strip along the Kuwaiti border leading
to a pon on the Persian Gulf. The
United States, the leader in the universal condemnatioJ1 of Iraq, has refused
to listen to any conditions placed on
achievem~nt of its objectives. These
objectives are:
- Withdrawal of Iraqi forces from
Kuwait
,
- Restoration of Kuwait's ruling
...monarchy
.
- Release of American and other
foreign hostages
Assuring the stabili ty of the
region
Hussein appears unrelenting with
respect to three of these four objectives, but has made his largest concession in the release of hostages, whom
he calls "guests". He is allowing the
release of women and children, approximately one-third of the 29,000
~ foreigners who were trapped in Iraq
and Kuwait. Planes have left Bagdad,
Iraq with the first' of these women and
children but bureaucratic constraints
are delaying this process.
The military force that is building
in the Gulf and Saudi Arabia is predominantly American with support
Canada. the

Soviei Union., and se~eral European
Community nations lead' by France.
The United States now has approximately 60.000 troops stationed in
Saudi Arabia. In addition to these
40,000 more military personnel are in
the area, most aboard the 60 warships
in the Middle East waters. Germany
and Japan are prevented by their constitutions from becoming militarily
involved. However, Japan· has promised $1 billion to help fmance the
costly endeavor.
The stand-off has triggered interArab hostilities and split the Arab
League. Only twelv,eofits 21 member
nations, those who join the United
States in criticism of Saddam, continue to play an active 'role in the
decreasingly sighificant organization.
Of those remaining. Egypt reportedly
has sent 5000 troops to Saudi ArabiaSyria, 3000. Approximately half of
the 16,000 man Kuwaiti army is in
Saudi Arabia joining forces with the
Saudis who have 67,000 men in armed
forces, mostly in their air force . Iraq
has a 1,000,000 man army with
265,000 on the Saudi border.
The world's suppOrt.of the United
Nations imposed em bargo against Iraq
is nearly universlll with Jordan being a
possible exception. Food and other
supplies in shortage have reportedly
crossed the Jordanian border into Iraq.
Iraq began the ra~oning of food on
Saturday, September 1.
The embassies of thirty nations
have remained open in Kuwait, refusing to recognize it as part of Iraq.
Hussein has ordered electricity and
water disconnected at most of the
embassies.
Iraq invaded Kuwait August 2 and

Seat belts may cause dangerous driving
News & Publications
SOURCE
Seat belt laws that have raised seat
belt usage rates among automobile
drivers may generate an ' offsetting '
behavioral pattern among those drivers, according to recent studies by a
University of Missouri-Rolla professor of ecol)omics.
According to Dr. Christopher
Garbacz. drivers who wear seat belts
may feel so protected by having the
devices buckled around them that they
may drive more dangerously than
those drivers not wearing the belts.
"That behavior could have a significant impact on passengers in those
cars .a~ well as occupants of other cars
or non-occupants including motorcyclists, cyclists and pedestrians," Garbacz says .
Garbacz' studies are based on scat
belt usage data fTom the Behavioral
Risk Factor Surveillance System
(BRFSS). a Centers for Disease Control survey, and d~ta from New Zealand.

says . "Scat belt usage was calculated
from a survey question that asked how
often scat belts were worn." he adds.
Garbacz explains that early studies
on this subject were conducted in the
mid 1970·s. They suggested the pos(sibility that laws requiring automobile
safety devices and design might lead
III faster driving and that this could
offset som" of the beneficial effects of
the safety requirements.
"It appears that the favorable
safety effect of drivers and passengers
wearing seat belts may be offset partially or in some instances perhaps
completely by deaths of non-occupants including pedestrians, bicyclists
and motorcyclists," Garbacz says.
"That may be caused by more dangerous driving by drivers who feel safer
because they have on a seat belt."
TI:te U.S. study also finds that there
is about a one-to-one relationship in'
regard to total miles driven, according
to Garbacz.

"If miles driven increases lOper,
cent. fatalities also rise 10 percent,"
Garbacz says.

"The seat belt data for the study
taken in the United States includes
He adds that there also is a strong
random monthly telephone surveys .
relationship between gasoline prices
from 32 states and is organized by the
Centers for Disease Control," Garbacz and miles driven.

"The number of fatalities could be
reduced by raising gasoline prices,"
Garbacz indicates. "As the price of
gasoline rises due to the crises in the
Middle East we should see a fall in
fatalities and fewer miles being
driven," he adds.
According to Garbacz, the study
suggests that rises in the level of income reduces the number of fatalities
by two-to-one.
"If the income level goes up by 10
percent, fatalities fall by 20 percent."
Garbacz says. "As people become
wealthier they become more cautious,
perhaps traveling by safer means such
as airlines instead of cars."
He adds that alcohol consumption
also is an important contributor to
fatalities in driving.
"We might reduce fatalities by
raising the price of alcoholic beverages," Garbacz says.
Garbacz explains that seat belt
usage increases the margin of safety
once an accident has occurred.
"However, that margin can be
reduced by dangerous driving before
the accident occurs," he adds.
Garbacz says that if a driver speeds
he may totally offset the safety margin

See Seat belt, page 4
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Calendar of Events
___~ednesday -

SUB Pmenls: Soulard !llu.. , Hockey Puck, 3:30

Wom.n and Alcohol, 7· g p.m., Miles'Aud, M.E.

p.m.

Bldg., Sponsored by Counseling & Ca= Devel·

Sigma XI Lunell.... Meeting, "Radioactive
Waste Management . Nimby," Dr. Nicholas

Tsoulf.nidiJ, UMR. noon, Mlnmec Room, Uni·

opment.

Prosrun begins about 12:30 p.m.

Chemical E""n .... 11& Graduale Seminar,

Tau BeLl.PI, ElecteeQuiz, 7:00pm., Chem. G·3.

lK, 204 McNutt, 6:30 p.m.

SluCo Lawyer, Walnut, 2:30 p.m.

Climbing Club, 296 McNutt, 6:30 p.m.

AEG MI&- , 204 McNuu, 6:30 p.m.

1Je.i&n Rea..1Ch

Center, Camesie-Mellon

IVFC Bible Siudy, 101 EE, 7 p.m.

Women', Soccor Northeast MWouri StatA:, 7

KM~;

Help Session, 203 M·e. , 7 p.m .

KME Math Help Session, 203 M·CS, 7 p.m,

Chi Alpha, 210 McNutt, 7:30 p.m.

sophcxnore or

U.s. citizen,

in at

and nave the intention of pumring lUldergrldUite
. ing the intern! scholarship.
Application Oe.adline: lanuuy 4, 1991
Additional infonttation can be picked up at the
Sw~ent Fr

ncial Aid office in G·I Parker Hall.

one full academic year of coursewolk remaining

..

SUB Homecoming Cornntiuee Mtg., 218 UCW,

ASS, 211 McNutt, g p.m.

Application Deadline: Dc:cc:inber 3, 1990. Addi·
tional ~onnation and applicatims can be ab-

Friday

ta_ined in the SlUiIenl Fmancial Aid office, G-I

Chemlslry Seminar, "Mantle Derived Volcan·

Pavillion' 9, Lion', Club Pm:. -

ism:

The Enrictunenl of Iridium in Hawaiian

W ....y MeoIlna, 6:00 p.m.

SUB Movl ..: Caddyshack & Meatballs, 104 ME,
7&9p.m.

iniClat onilentA:d siudents in tA:h opportunity to

IIeainnersI

SpecUtors welcome!!!

S~ vemu Univ . of Kentucky

Saturday

'Ihe ......... IIbMr t. the offtdal publication of the .tudenta of the Unlventty
ofMlNourt·RoUL II Is dlStrlbutA:d each Wednesday afternoon at Rolla, Mj...,uri
and features acttvlt:lc:s of the stUdents of UMR.

Wesley Mig" 6 p.m.

Spelunkers Mia" 206 McNutt, 6 p.m.

Economics Club Mia., 104 H·SS, 7:30 p.m.

UME nall of Fame Saturday.

Alpha Chi Sigma Mia., G·3 Schrw\:, 7 p.m.

SUB Leisure and Roc. CommlUee Mig. , Walnut

SUB Movies: Caddyshack & Meatballs, 104 ME .

ASCE, 114 CEo 7 p.m.

Room, 8:00 p.m.

, 7p.m .
Amer_ Found, Soc., 7:30 p.m.

SUB Fine ArlsCommll1ee Mig., 218 UCW, 8:30

Chinese Student ASioc. Movie Series, G-3

p.m.

Schrmk ,7 pm.

Noday
Attention Grad Sludenls: Did you kno w thl t
you can join Tlu Beta Pi? If you are • graduate

Zircon Bod·

Monday

ies," Dr. Salvador de Au, dimctor, Institute for

Ceramics and Glasses, University of Madrid. 3:30

Tesl Anxldy, 3:30-4:30 p.m. 201 Norwood Hall,

student in high standing with outstanding character and you reinterested injoining Tau Beta Pi, caU

341 ·5062 ASAP for more infomution.

menL

Manag1ng Editor ............... . .. . . ................... .... Matt Uckllder (364-4841)

Ctrcuiatlon . . .... .... ..................... . ... . •.• .............. ·Carl Bruce (364·8968)
News Editor .. .•.. .......•..... . ......... . .. .........•........ Stevt:

Pu~ak

(364-89681

Asst. Features Edttor ............................ . ......... ······ ······· ······Carl Bruce

this fall. 1bc 8eglnncr;s CllS5 will be on Tuesday

Spora Editor ... ••.... ...•. . ... .. •.•...•.........•......... ... Tom Hullheo (34 1·83601

Building. Admission by season ticket or $3 It the

ChrlsUan Campus Fellowahlp meeting in the
Missouri Room, UCE It 6:00 p.m. A time of

evenings, beginnin& SopL 18, for ei8ht weck.s,

Prayer and Praise I Everyone is weloome.

from 6:30 to 8:30 pm. The instructor will be

Resume Wrltlna, 6:30·8:00 p.m ., o,em. Engr.,

Assl Sports Editor . .......... ... ........ ... ......... ..... ...... ... ··· ··· ······TomBrowrl

Photo Editor ... ...... . . ... ......•...... . ..... ....... : ...... .••. Dave u:txez (364-522Eq

Garland Owens. The Intermediate sign language
Independents BOG, Maramec;, 7 p.m .

opment

Tuesday
Graduate Seminar

~rles.

"SOlution of the Vec-

tor Form of the Radiative TmlSCcr Equation for a

227 Fulton Ilall. AU interested arc ursed to

Assl Advert1stng D1rector ······ ··· ································· ···Dan DeAnnond

Deaf, Inc. will be having two sign languageclascs

door. Season tickets may be purchucd It the door.

Amerkan ~ucltlr Soddy MeetJna, 6:30 p.m.,

Business Manager ... ....•.. .•..••. ...•..•..••.. ...........• Shelly Kaller (341 · 43121
Adverttstng DireclDr ••••....•.....•......... . .........•.....• Leolle VllP1a (364· 3935/

Features Editor •..........•..........•....•...... ········ ·······Creg Denzcr{364-891681

Miles Auditorium, Mechanicd Engineering

220 Fultoo

SubmiSSions for publfcatton must be In our drop box (ftrat floor of the Norwood
Hall, Room 103) by 3,30 p.m. on the Thursday before publlcaUon. The _uri
MIner reserves the right to edit all submtss10ne (or 8tyle, grammar. punctua·
tion. spelltng. length. and mattCf'S of good taste.

AssL News Editor •..... ........... ...••.•........•.•.....••....•......••. ····Kelly Bernal

Spmsored by Counseling cl Career Develop-

Toastmasters Inl..-natlonal, 4:30 • 6:00 pm.,

The lIIMourllll.a.er encourages comments from Its rcadc~, and will attt:mpt
to print all responsible lette~ and editorial matertal received. AD lubmisslons
must have a name. student 10 number. and phone number for verificatton.
Names w1ll be withheld upon requesL

Editor· ln· Chlef . . . ••. ... . . .....•........ •........ ....••.••. . Lany WIUtama 1364-14331

7 p.m .

Ceramic Engineering Seminar, "1Iiah Tempers.

All articles. features. photographs. and tllust:ratfons publ1shed are the property
of the lIJAourllllDer and may not be-rqxo<iuced or published without written
penntsslon.
'

The IIJ.alourlll1a.er 15 operated by the students of UMR and the opUUona ex·
pressed tn It do not necessar11y reflect those of the university. faculty, or student
body.

Newman MISS , 9 p.m.

Sunday
W~!ey Chapel,

Missouri Miner

BIble Study, Maramec, 12:3_0 p.~._ •

New Jackling Field. Admission charged. MSM·

G·3, Sponsored by Counseling & Career Devel·

Parker Hall.

Juallng Club, 6p.m., Hucltey Puck.

UMR Football, Missouri WestA:m, I :30 p.m.,

l iMR FIlm Serl.. , "Drug""re Cowboy," 7 p.m.,

Additional infonnation and app1icationa can be
obIained in the SWdenl financial Aid office, G·I

K ...... n Studenl Aaoc. Mia" 126 Schrenk, 7

NEMSU, 7 pm.

p.m., Planje Auditorium, McNuu Hall. Free.

institutioo.
Application Oe.adline: Sep<cmber 30, 1990

for the aca!s..ruc year 1991·

nxtct pioneer. The .w~ is ~ivcn tostimulate the

Men'.

tun: Mechanical Behavior of Dense

sch~ip

Goddard, America's

AGe, 114 CE, 7 p.m.

Thursday

sc:m~r.

Applicants mUlt be a re&idenl of either Phels,

92.llteal:l!ola..hip is iJimcmory of Dr. Robert H.

is spo",orcd by the local chaptuof.the American

pm.

t

RSiup The National Space aub will award a

o,emical Society. Fr«:.

Blue Key MI&-, 6:15 p.m., 216 ME.

SME, McNutt, 7:30 p.rn.

THE-D!I_ ROBERT H, GODDARD SCUOI,

-----------____
IVFC MIg., 139 Schrenk, 7 p.m.

Spelunkers MI&-, 206 McNutt, 6 p.m.

Spring

of age, and enrolled at an accredited educational

try Departmcnl , Universily of Waahingtn, Seattle, • $7.500
- - I :30 p .m~ Room G::l Schrenk·Han. This'seminar-

ahip of $2SO.00 to a woman cmolled for the 1991

Dent, Mari.. or Pulaski Counties, at least 2S y....

P&di:er Hall

American Nuclear SocIety Picnic, 3:30 p.m.,

SIONAL.WOMEN The Rolla Are.a Busin... and
Professional Women's Dub is offerin& a scholar-

Ifhool.

Volcanic Plumes," Dr. WilliamH.Zoller,Chcmis-·A

BIble Sludy Club, Maramec; Room, 12:30 p.m.

ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND PROFES-

OR

7:30p.m.

SUII: Ruclty Honor PicwreShow, Rolla Drive In,

aucnd .

colleg~

A fint or second >,Ur studalt attending a two-year

Spcauoo ate welc:ome!l!

r

applicant must be a

junior levels. JWlior level candidates must have

Juallna Club, 6 p.m., hockey puclt. Beginnersl

~ VI..

A full·time swdcnt at the

The

least the jlUlior year of an accredited universtiy
or graduate studies in science or eogi.nc:cring <fur..

dustrial technology. E1igibility requiranen<s an::

Studenl Council Mig" 103 Eng. MgL, 6:30 p.m.

Chess Club, UCE,7:30p.m.

p.m., UMR soccer ",,"pie .. 1'_.

Women',

construction-

ship arc as follows:

at the beginnina of the 1990 fall term .

me.

7and 9 p.m.

PUBUln&

related careers in rueds such

PutsWng a de&~ in I consuuction-relatcd field .

University, PiUlburgh, Pa. , 4 p.m. , Room 139-40,

Schrc:nlt 1Wl.

of the

as coostructim supervisioo, an:h.itecture and in-

of chc:mciat c:nsi.ncering and dircc\or, Engineering

Foun~.tion

Wall and Celling Industry is offering 15 5500
scholarships to students

'The Synth~ of Separation Processes," Profes·
sor Arthur W. W..tA:ri>erg, Swearingen Professor

f'OUNDATION OF THE WALL AND

CEILING INDUSTRY The

pm.

advance scientific knowledge through space ~
sean:h and exploration. The terms of the scholar-

TH~

Council of Grad, Siudenls Mig" 104 Physics, 5

vcttity Caller East Bring brown bag or cafeteril
lny lunch.

Financial Aid

Scmi·infmite Pll'allel, Pl! ne Atmospl:iere with .
Rayleigh ScattA:Mg," riOOald W ~Muellcr, UMR,
4:30 p.m, Room

~0~~E. .;-;x
": &=

cl.us will be on Thwsday evc:n.ings, SLarting Sepl

Copy Mana"r

·············································nm

20, for eight weeks, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The

staff Wdters'

Ene Hardtn, David Marttn. Nora OKong'o. Chria Reynolds..

instructor for this

caw

will be Rosemary

Wakeham .

J;ces for either calas arc $30 per individual,
$40 per family. and

Emmerich (341 ·3951)

Kevtn Webb. Matt McNett. Mark Kaatnalcas. Tom Brown.
Sylvia Avul .. Kelly Bernal, Rlch Chear.
Pbotpgupbqw' Bill Booth, Susan Lowe.
Gr;apblG ArUllI' lllTany Huenereldt. Joe. Jones.
A,dverUalng R£pn;tentatJyq' 1r11 8r1negar, Mike MunIleU. K1Id Shelton.

~

group. r.tes are avail.ble..

all... will be held in the First Baptiat ChurCh of
Rolla , located at 9th & CedarSuecu in RoUa. For

infonnation , call 341·3442 (voice or IDD)

1000No~HaU

Untvers1ty of Mluouri·RoU.
Rolla. MO 6540H1249
(3141 341 · 4235

&
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With all of the tensions super powers united against a
in the Middle East , it is quite common threat, a common
understandable why the!Jnited enemy. A man such as Hussein
States would want troops there poses a threat not only to the
to protect our allies and, more Arab nations , but to the entire
particularly, our oil interests. world . With a deranged and
What is not so accepted is why distorted mind as 'he has, it
the President has not decided to would seem likely to him that
take more forceful action world domination were an atagainst Saddam Hussein. I tainable goal. He has already
realize he does .not want to shown disregard for the dewaste the lives of those Ameri- mands to pull out of Kuwait.
can soldiers already stationed in Even if he d6es withdraw troops,
Saudi Arabia: but something it is ' inevitable that -the whole
must be done to stop Hussein. thing will be repeated', possibly
With a combined force of all of in the near future.
the nations currently opposed to
In support of our forces,
the actions of the Iraqis, it I do feel that this was a neces.,seems that the' problem could sary action . And without a
be solved rather quickly. Realis- strong military, it would not have
tiely, though, if .war were to been possible. Let this set a
break out, it would not be a short precedent for all nations, that
one. A .war: of.;tfiiS::magnitude the United States will not stand
could gQ Qh forJJ1qpy' years . I do around while crazed leaders
not believe that the. American invade helpless countries. And,
people want to participate in if it must come to this, let it set a
sljch 9 l axing. enqeavor. If it precedent thatthe nations ofthe
does come to a draft, don't think world will not stand up for such
that just because you are a col- . belligerent acts and will crush
lege stud~nt, you will tie ex- them with extreme military acempt. Even in the.military, there tion. But let us pray that it does
is a need for higher-educated not come to that.
people to, for instance, build
bridges and plan strategic ac- Matt Licklider
tion on a.small scale. One must
also realize that if they take all of
the engineers, there will be a
short~ige:rh:the-Tulure, and the
nation's t~chnQl.ogical advances
will nearly cease . ..so don't be
too afraid.
As for' the world wide
s'upport, it is about time the
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And you're
still smoking?
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Student Activity Fee Board

c~ptured a small percentage of the
nearly 30,000 westerners str~ded in
Iraq and Kuwait and placed them al
vital military and oil production centers as h~an shields against an atrack. President George Bush and other
western leaders express diminishing SOVIET UNION Boris Yeltsin,
hopes of a diplomatic solution.
president of the Russian republic, and
Related News:
Stanislav S. Shatalin, economic advi- The organization of Oil Produc- sor to president Mikhail Gorbachev
SAFB
SAFB
Billy Key
ing and Exporting Countries (OPEC) submitted a plan 10 dismantle central
SOURCE
SOURCE
Athletic Director
has let its members increase their oil economic controls and move the Soproduclion to meet shortages resulting viet Union to.a free market economy in
The purpose of the capital fund is
The Equipment fund is sirrilar 'to
The student athletic fee supports
from the cessation of oil flowing from 500 days. The plan would cede nearly
to enable organizations to make one,- the Capital fund , but does not require the intramural and intercollegiate proIraq and Kuwait
total rights of private ownership, cretime purchases that cost over $5,000. thal the request be over $5,000. To grams .
- President George Bush made a ate a banking system and stock market,
The fund is administered by StuCo' s apply, an organization must be StuCo
Specifically, this fee is used to pay
direct sale of 24. McDonnell Douglas and establish a social safety nct for
External Funding Commiuee. To be recognized or receiving Student- Ac- the institutional support and physical
F-15 's to Saudi Arabia with possibly those with low incomes.
eligible, an organization must be tivity fees and must turn in the neces- maintenance altd operational costs for
more on the way.
Gorbachev refused to comment on
StuCo recognized or receiving Student sary information to Student Council. Intramural and Intercollegiate Athlet- 100,000 Arabs and Asians, hav- whether an agreement on the plan had
Activity Fees. To receive ·Capital A representative 'of the requesting ics. It is also used for team expenses
ing fled Iraq or Kuwait, are awaiting been reached. Yeltsin, intent qn radiFunding, lI!l organization must apply organization will be allowed a presen- (such as uniforms. equipment, team
transportation to their native countries cal economic changes for his ~public,
to Student Council, turn in the proper talion at a Student Council meeting. travel, game expense, eel.) for men
in the desert outside Amman, Jordan. urged the Russian parliament to ignore
~rmation, and give a presentation of When voted on, by Student Council. a and women's soccer, men and
Conditions are deterioraling as food the Soviet government and proceed
th~ request at a StuCo meeting, Stu- . request totalling over $499 requires a women's cross country, football, men
and medical items are in short supply. with the plan if an agreement with
d~'t Council must approve.a payment 2/3 majority vote of members present . & women's basketball. men ' s swim_ James L. Worthington, 56, a Gorbachev can not be reached.
sc edule for the request with a 3/4
to be approved. Otherwise, a simple ming, rifle, baseball, tennis, and men
bank executive from New York, died SOUTII AFRICA - A small, but '
v teo
majority is required.
and women's track.
from a heart attack in Iraq captivity.
none-the-less progre.ssive. ~tep away
The 1990-91 Student's Activity
The 1990-91 Student Activity Fee
The fee aiso goes to pay the salary
- A C-5A military cargo plane from apartheid was taken as South
Fye rate for the Capital fund is $2.00/ rale forlthe Equipment fund is $3.26/ of the new Intramural Director.
carrying 17 knericanmilitary person- African president F. W.deKlerkurged
stpdent/semester.
This 'will total
student/semester, totalling $26.957.
For this fee the students are admitnel and a lo~ of supplies for U .S. the governing National p.ariy on Fri$18
"160 after
the surnrner anll fall
These funds were
approved by StuCo, ted free of charge Ie all athletic cont '1'
.
,
troops in Saudi Arabia, crashed upon day,August3l to accept non-whites as
sf mlfsters of 1990 'and the spring
last year. to be used by the Arnold Air testS . They have the use of the athletic
takeoff from i!lliein-Mein air base in members. This is a significant change
sj:mesterof 1991. This money wtll be
Society, Waterpolo team, SUM. Eco- facilities and may participate in the
West Germany killing 13 of·those on from four c!ecades of ~hite 'suprem+ ed to fund replacement of the CennOl)1ic Club, Table Tennis Club, and intramUral program.
board.
acy, but true equality is far in the
- Saudi P,u"abia, though optimistic, distance as blacks are still not allowed
is readying for war. They have estab- to vote'. in natiorlal elections. In other
lished tent cities and plans if evacu_- ~ords, ~e blacks that willlx< allowed
ations becoljle necessary. Cities m:e into the party will qe selected by
. stockpiling machine guns for public whites who have dominated the South
I
t
disposal in the event of an Iraqi inva- African government and economy
I
since 1948.
sions.
Court arrival at Hermrum Lumber,
St. Pat's Board
GERMANY ' - East Germany and LIBERIA - Liberian rebels opposed
Town SI. Pat's Display Contest,
SOUR,CE
West Germany I signed a treaty thal to a West African peace keeping force
Quee,r. "f Love and Beauty competioutlines the contlitions of their unifi- have killed 200 foreign civilians from
ti';m, Student Knights, llonm and
' 'Jjhe goal of the SI. Pat's Board is to
cation on Oc~r 3. The highlights 'of the five nations that make up the fori;e.
Games, Coronation Ccretnony, Hcnenhahce the Eighty-three year old SI.
the treaty are:
The rebels are members of a faction
orary Knight's of SI. Patrick , SI. Pat' s
- West Germany's constitution led by Charles Taylor. Taylor has been Patrick's Day Celebration by promotParade, The Knighting Ceremony
takes effect in what is now East Ger- attempting ' to overthrow the govern- ing the spirit of cooperalion between
(Alice.)
.
many. Berlin is designated the capital ment for eight months in a ·civil war studGnts, faculty, alwnni and Rolla
residents. Each year St. Pat's provides
of the united Germany.
that has left 5000 dead.
a weicome break for all UMR students
- The two states recognize the
The West African peace keeping
inviolability of borders and the territo- force consists of soldiers from Ghana, and faculty. The ~elebralion also gives
, aluntni an opportunity to return to
rial integrity and sovereignty of all Nigeria, Guinea, Sierra Leone and
Roll~ and show support for their alma.
states in Europe.
Gambia. They landed in Monrovia,
- Persons who buy land in East . Liberia on August 24. They have since mate~. The SI. Pat' s Board also
strengthens relations bet ween the
Germany will be protected from gained control of the city's airport and
University of Missouri-Rolla and the
claims by previous owners who will be are moving to gain control of the rest
citizens of Rolla by providing many
compensated by a system to be deter- of the city. In Monrovia, water and
services. Some such services include
rpined. (It is uncertain who owns what electrici ty have been cut off and most
donating exira shirts to Boy's Town ,
food stocks have been exhausted.
in East Germany.)
raising money for American Cancer
- Treaties and policies of the Euro(Compiled from Sl. Louis P OSl Society, helping annually with the
pean Economic Communi["j take efDispatch)
crop ,walk, c.leanillg Lion 's Club part
fect on East Germany.
twice a year, and cleaning two sections
of highway which have been recently
adopted.
The funding for SI. Pat's COljles
from page 1
primarily through the sale of sweatshrrts and other items . The SI. Pat's
of a seat belt "And, these results may precautions for myself and for my
Board has tried to keep the prices
apply to air bags and well."
family."
relatively low to comparable retail
Garbacz cautions that "the studies
He adds that his study "simply
items, always keeping in mind the
should no be interpreted to mean thal suggests that some drivers who wear
college student's budget We are not
people should not use seat belts:
seat belts may be lulled ir,to a false
asking for an increase in our student
"The studies suggest that if people sense of security, and therefore, may
activity fee, even though our shirts are
are forced to wear seat belts, the favor- drive with less caution.
not going up in price. Instead we
able effects may not be as large as exThe studies are entitled "Estimatpected.
would like to see continue. Such projing Seat Belt Effectiveness with Seat
ects include Scptemberfcst, SUB
"I, as well as my family members, Belt Usage Data from the Centers for
homecoming parade, Crop walk for
always use seat belts when driving or Disease Control" and "lmpact of the
hunger, Snake Invas ion, Follies at the
riding in cars, even around town," New Zealand Seat Belt Law ."
hockey puck and Hermann Lumhcr.
Garbacl. says. "I value them a.< safety

The all-Gcrman 'parliament is
required to pass a new abortion law to
reconcile the vastly different rules that
exist in the two states. (Abortion is
allowed in East Germany, but highly
'restricted in West Germany.)

Capital

E·quipment

Fund '

Fund

I

I

Seat belt

.
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Features
Students do their best to beriefitthe commO'n'ity
UMR leads in blood donations CROP Walk benefits charities
By Eric Matlock
STAFF WRITER
In the paSl decade, the University
of Missouri-Rolla, along with the resident~ of ~olla, have ~'1l~ !'1e leading source of blood in the Springfield
regional blood sePlices. Along with
the pride of being the leading source of
blood, we have successfully held on lO
the Blood Drive Trophy for the past ten
years . However, the University of
Arkansas has pulled their forces together and is trying to "out donate"
UMR. (Did I mention Urtiversity of
Arkansas is two to three times larger
than UMR! ?)
With this in mind, the Student
Council and the American Red Cross
will be sponsoring a local Blood Mobile on September 18th and 19th. The
Blood Mobile will be located in Cen·
tenrtial Hall which is on the second
floor of the Urtiversity Center-East and
will run from 11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
on bOth days.
At least 250 blood donors are
needed each day to me~t the growing

, Davis gets

demand for blood in the Springfield
Crop Walk
regional area. We need your support in
SOURCE
donating to meet these needs. Anyone
between the ages. of 17 and 65 can
On September 30th, the fourth
donate. But please refrain from donat' ing if you weigh less than 1l0pounds annual Phelps County CROP Walk
Last year
~ or have donated wi thin the last eight will 'take place in' Rolla.
many UMR students and many people
-weeks.
from the community (including some
Everyon~ who donates ,blood will local celebrities) participated in tlte 10
receive half-price coupons that ean be km walk around Rolla, raising a total
used at Pizza Inn to purchase a pizza, 'of over $10,000, with a fourt!l of ihe
and Pizza Hut is donating coupons for total for L.O.V.E: to aid Phelps Couniy
a ftec soda to all donors. l1u; first 15 needy and the rest going to aid the
people who donate on' both days of the hungry in over 70 countries.
Blood Drive will receive coupons for a
Church World Service administers
free taco fTOm Taco Bell. Plus free the furid. There will be no local over'
cookies, soda, pizza, and popcorn will . head with 'costs of the Phelps County
WaU(covered by volunteers. '
This year we would Iike to ag,tin
be served to all the donors while listen, ask you to participate in ihe CROP
ing to KMNR Road Show.
Your efforts in the past are greatly Walk and ·to· rais~ funds . The UMR
appreciated, but we need your support student population livirig in housing
to continue this tradition and beat the units (such. as fraternities , sororities,
Urtiversity of Arkansas. The ' Red TJ, the Quad, etc ... ) are eligible to win
Cross' Blood Mobile is open to the the trophies for the group that raises
public, so please arop by the UMR on the most.money .. bas·t year Theta Xi
September 18th and 19th arid give the 'won the -trophy ':fol- men and Alpha

Jeff Davis, Senior in Electrical
Engineering, was accepted into the
Navy's Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate program at interviews in
Washington; D.C. He received a
$4,000 sigrting bonus and will receive
over 1,200 per month until graduation.
Then, Jeff will receive nearly two
years of graduate level training 'before
reporting to a nuclear powered fast
attack submarine.
. Other Rolla students currently
enrolled in this program include: Jason Carter, Senior- Metallurgical

The 4th Annual CROP Walk will
iake place September 30th. Meeting
time for signing in will be 1:00 p.m. at
the UMR Hockey Puck. The walk will
start promptly at 2:00 p.m. The distance to be walked will be 10 km (6.2
miles), but a shorter distance can be
walked if desired. Each walker has to
recruit some pledges that would like to
pay the walker a certain amount for
each mile .walked or for participating.
If you are interested in participating or recruiting people in your living
. unit, please call Martina Schollmeye~
at 364-9289 or stop by'ERL 328 to pick
up information material and pledge
sheets. If you can't walk but would
like to' pledge also contact Martina at
the phone number given above. Additional sign=-up sheets can be obtained
from Edna Bridges (Wesley FOwldaiion Secretary) at")64-1061.
Help us to beat last year's proceeds
and make this a sl'ccessful event for

gift of life;.give_blood.

achance to study· nuclear propulsion

ROTC
SOURCE

Golden Sneaker award will be presented to the single person who will
raise the most money.

Engineering ; Charlie Comeau, Se~
ior-Mining Engineering; Also currently enrolled in the NU,clear power
School Instructor program are: Victoria Scarnmacca, Sertior-I;llectrical
Engineering; Greg Heine, Junior - .
Electrical Engineering; and Holly
Wohlschlaeger, Senior-Engineering
Management. Upon graduation, these
students will teach college and graduate level courses at t1JeNavy's Nuclear
Power School in Orlando,
Florida.
Students, interested in the Navy
Nuclear Propulsion program may I
ROTC .
contact any of these student represen-. Senior Jeff . Davis being accepted
Into the Navy Nuclear Propulsion
tatives' for ~ore inform ati·on.
Officer Candidate program

StuCo seeks'Parents of the Year
Student Council
SOURCE

you think your parents are special,
now is your chance to tell others you
great your mother and father are by
When you ask students who has nom mating them for Parents of the
played the biggest role in their lives, Year. Applications are available in the
most student will say it is their parents.
Although parents are very important Student Council office, 202 Urtive.·
people in most students' lives, some sity Center-West. Each application
students are lucky enough to have must be accompanied by a 500 word
parents they c~nsider to be "special." essay that explains why you believe
Parents who, whether ' through great your parents should be chosen as
"Parents of the Year." Applications
personal sacrifice, being a good lis- are due by October 4, 1990. The
tener, or just "being there" have made winning parents will be honored with
a greater impact on their son's or an award on November 3, UMR's Pardaughter's life than is usually the case. ents Day.
Every year some lucky UMR stuLet your parents know how much
dent's parents are hono~ for their you appreciate what they have done
special qualities at Parents' Day. If for you.

APO interested in new mem~ers
Alpha Phi Omega . , • ,
SOURCE . ,.
UMR's chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega is presently accepting new
members. Alpha Phi Omega is a National Service fraternity who's threefold purpose is to develop leadership,
promot!; friendship, and provide service to the community.
Throughout !he semester, the
chapter hclps out with the Blood
Drives, raises money for charity
through car washes and other fund

raisers, and offers other various services to the community .
Besides these activities, the members also get together socially several
times during tlte semester. Membership into Alpha Phi Omega is open to
anyone, independent and Greek, who
is interested in helping others and
having fun . There will be an informal
pledging for new members in G-5 of
the Humanities building of!. Thursday,
Sept. 20, at 6:30.
If you would like more information or have any ques tions, call Nancy
Fellers at 364-8989.

SeptemJberfest

'90~ ....... A

"Green-Age Wetland"
I

St, Pat's Board
Source
Despite a torrential downpour, a
good time was had by mostevery,one at
Septemberfest 1990. The rains came
early in the day, just as the band began
to play. Quickly, the Green-Age Wasteland" became a "Greyn-Age Wetland".
Even though the rain came, so did bus

loads of.people, and they were ready to
party! The nevei-say-die spirit of the
St. Pat's Board turned what could have
been a flop into a great time. A six foot
tall party ball was thrown into the wet
crowd and the games went on as scheduled.
The rain didn't stop people from
havU;g a good tinje. They partied under
the pavillions and even a frisbee was
seen flying through the rain. At the end

of the day, everyone went home wet,
but smiling:
The St. Pat's Board would like to
thank everyone for their cooperation
and consideration in making Septemberfest '90 a big success. So if you had
a good time at September fest, just wait
183 daze, because the sun WILL come
out for St. Pat's!

,.
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Placement office sees increase in re~ruiting despite cut~
...
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;) ,;.... • .

ees. The four military branches.of the encing the opposite. Employe", ate
military plan a 17% cutback in new increasing the number of "pre-r~{'ruit
. PLACEMENT OFFICE
employees. It is a fact that many ing" infoImation~1 presentation. They
engineers$ n~(j technical support in are visiting ~epartmental. fac!-'!ty and
Recent media coverage of':soften- these areas are facing lay-offs. There our office to establish and develop
ing of the economy," and of the mili- are great uncertainties with the current better campus relations.
tary cutbacks in the defense industry Middle East crisis. TheeconomicconMany non-defense related indushas prompted many science and e~gi- ' sequences are profound. Our local tries are positioning themselves to be
neering students to wonder whether economy will suffer. Certainly. we are ' more visible on campus in order to
they will have a job after they gradu- all affected by this negative turn of recruit science and engineering graduate. How legitimate is litis concern? events. The media has done its share to ates and to be more competitive in the
It is a fact that military and defense promote a future of gloom and doom future. This is due to a shriilRing
related industries are experiencing for future science and engineering number science and engineering
slow and limited growth. Large rugh graduates.
graduates, as reported by the National
!tech suppliers to the military, ~ uch as
This is not the case. There area a S9ience .Fpund~ljqn.
,
tMartin l>1kietta, M~Donnell Dougtas, great many other non-military indusThe diminishing technical labor
rLockheed, Rockwell International,
tries that are hiring engineers. Many forces and changing ' demographics
etc., are "excessing" experienced en- of these businesses are thriving and are make recruitment a challenge for'most
gineers and technical support person- hiring science and engineering gradu- employers. Employers are marketing
nel. State, and local governments are ates. Instead of a decrease in recruit- opportunities with their companies
planning to hire 20% fewer employ- ing activity, at UMR, we are experi- more 'aggressively than they have in
By Mariano Trujillo

the past in order to su\:.cessfully compete in the future.
Increased recruiting activity for
engineers' !s' a trend found in other
engineering universities and at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Victor Lindquest, Dean and Director of the Placement Center at Northwestern has reported in a survey of260
businesses and industries, that this
years' engineering graduates is high in
demand and will be well paid. Stu4en~ yam.ing degrees in Chemical Ell'gineering can expect to draw salaries )
'of $33,000 and $34,000.
Favorable employment opportunities for recent science and engineering
graduat!!s continue according to a new
Science Resources Studie~ as pub-

lished in HIGHUGHTS by the National Science Foundation. The proportions of Science/Engineering
graduates increased who obtained
employment within one to two years of
graduation increased markedly from
1980 to 1988, with bachelors' degree
recipients increasing from 53% to
63% and a mastcr' s degree recipients
going from 82% to 85%.
ENGINEERING MANPOWER
COMMENTS report (July 1990),
en!?in.eery~g ~s,tIfqents g!ad1\ating this
year, are again expected to earn higher
starting salaries. Also, engineers are
expected to have an easier time finding
employment.
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from page 6
~ ~::~ I.::

year. 71 of these companie s had nottatives registered to allend this year's
previously ;recruited 3;t UMR . . Our
annual Industry Career Day (schedoffice currently has 187 c()mpanies
Recruiting history plays a signifiregistered to participate with our on
uled for September 27), has already
cant role in determining recruiting
campus interview program this fall.
surpassed last year' s:. The large emactivity . .Many companie s planning to
· 14 of these 'companie s had not previployer turnout is indicative of strong
cut back recrUiting activity continue to
employer interests.
visit .and recruit at schools w here they · ously interviewed our students.
This
have· an est8.blish~ history. Our · number of companie s is greater than .
While it is true that some engineers
sch!lOl has proved to be an excellent last year's, at this time. We expect an
and technical support personnel are
supplier of science and engineering increasc as the fall Semester
pro- facing lay~ffs, th~y will
not compete
personnel. We are' not experiencing gresses.
with new or entry level engineenp g
any decreases ' in our recruiting activThe unlvcrsi ty' s Cooperat ive ' graduates . A cursory review of/the
ity.
St.
Training Program is also doing well.
Louis Post Dispatch' s Sunday classiThe number of companie s inter- .
We currently have 382 UMR students fied section shows that many
other
viewing ·on eampus increased I ~%
employed by 101 fompanj~ s. UMR companies are interested
hlring th~
o~er l~t year. A iouil of'447 colnpanics interviewed on campus for sum- . co-op students are employed in 72 "excessed " experienced personnel
.
mer, C<H>P and professional employ- cities and 22 states.
Relocation. may be required for expeThe number of employer represen- rieneed personnel , as many ernployment as. compared .to '396 the previous
.

m

ment opportunities' may be in oth"",
geographic Ibcations.
r-

The new graduate may have to
consider going with companies/indus.
tries that may not be large or as well
known. In general, science and engineering students and grad",ates can
expect a continued demand for summer, co-op and permanent employment after graduation .

DAR
CHIaMA.
Largsst Library of Information In U.S. -

QUA LITY CLE ANERS

.

*-Expert Cleaning ' * Reaso nably priced
108 W. 7th Street

I

Science and engineerin g graduates
may also have to consider relocation.
This has not been a problem with U MR .
graduates . UMR graduates arc employed across the nation and internationally .

Rolla, Mo 65401 364-3650

' all subjscts

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

B00-35
1 -0222
lnCaJif. (2 13) 477·8226

Dr, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

,

11322 Idaho Ave. !l2I)f,.A. Los Angeles. CA 90025
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JANUARY 2-12
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

THE TI:ME : 9.:00 a.m. Sa1urday, Septem ber 22,1990
THE DEAD LINE : 4 :30 p.m. Wednesday, September 19, 1990
~
5BCJ,¥ard ;swi~, 1-5 ~ile bike, 3.1 mile run
, THE GATA GORI ES: Men under 25, men 25 & over, Women
~ }. ;1;;' ).i ~." ,,,,,;, ; 'i' .' #. under 25, wome n 25 & over, Jperso
n
./-"t.~l.
~ -r~- • ,., '.:' . ..,. .:~ teams (one person/event)
.~ : ~'1AE ' BE~EFlT§:~ Over $500 in prizes
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THE ElSJ'R Y FORMS:'-. Are available in the SUB office (218
--!.: .. ~. i': -~ .~~:; . '. . UCW), Key Sport Shop, Pedal P~wer
Cyclery & Vessell's Fitness Comp lex

Classijie,d s
Miscellaneous

Noelle,

Karen,

ErlkS.
CongralS on you,r new office.

Don 't forget those rules!

:\tust Sidl! Xew, rrom Sears: BeautifuJ white

I.ICO,

sof. , loveseat. and wing recliner. Scotchguard

SC

~

See.

brass fmish lamps.

Will sacrifice all for

SIOOO.OO. Cau (314) 341 -3214

I think you could have several

mdnike~

maybe even slart your own dwarves:

Sleepy,

I know lhese guys are _ _ __ _ , so

We ' ve been holding back just so you don't
feel bad . Pretty soon we 'll start playing to your
ability!

j -,
Ellen,

all Siudeni Organizations:

OF STCDENT ORGAlI.1ZA·nONS
OG~mo:-<

and REC-

You drive.??! you can 'l even wode the

Triangle,

FREE!!! Jesus Ouist is looking for a hean
Gettin' Even

SPIRIT PARTY :
Bible).

Get pSyched for Aerobathon!

DlE Plcasetum them in ASAP 10 Linda Martin,

Center-East, Mondays at 6:00 p.m. Sponsored by
Nancy,

K&J
Servant

God provides the spirit through Jesus

Quist. Meet at the Missouri Room of University

218 Lniversity Center WesL Questions? Call

CCF (Christi.n Campus FeUowship).

AlleaSl I make it home at night- more than

LICO,
YLLS

STL1>E!l.1S IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
A~"D

COu..EGF.S application forms are avail-

IlCO,

beige,. So. there!

Nancy,

I heard that .r0ur .boyfrien4 from Florida

word "awesome".
Just Curious

Matt,

DO) - S.50 each or 10 ror $4.75 *5.25" 1.2MB
(DSJIID) - S.80 each or 10 ror S7.50 * 3.5" 720k

LlCO,

1.44MB (OSIHD)· SI.75 eaeh or5 ror$8.oo . All

ha ha hal

,

diskeucs cane with 2 user labels (5.25" includes

WP tab and sleeve) are UNCOI\1>mONALL Y

Eight months and coontin&tJ ettcr keep

LICO,

Why do mice need oil? Same reason I do.

LlCO,

Commentator

6991 - leave a message.

We 're psyched about our initiation party!!
" b ank s!

Alph. Alpha pledge class, Chi,O
LO deliver "Student Rate" subscription urds on campus. Good income, D.2
selling involved. Applicatioo from : Campus

Cindy June;

Service, 102A W. Solar Dr.. Phoenix, AZ 85021

before you leave. (Can

Manipulator

you leU yourself away

from Joe ~chmo for one night?)

YLS

Personals

15-16, It the outdoor intramural coW'tS. The
tournament is being sponsored by Don's Pro

Shop while the proceeds will benefit the

the action!

You're such a calculus goddess. IIow can

TGIF'n with tI)e Chi-O's . Get psyched for a

UCO.

.would like rp thank everyone who helped to
make this semester's book exchange possible. If

Give a man a free hand and he'll run it aU over

- - - - --_.1.--_---- -- - ---_.
Pikes,

Thanks for a great boxer -no bowtie puty.

you.
MaeWcst

We had a blast.

by September 17th to receive a check or your

Chi·O

haole Thank you!

A-Squared,

To All Available Men,

Hey Cutie! We make a good study learn;
Pat 0 "

Campbell Soup Kid,

Cassanova,

I apologize if you have been

LICO,

f~ling

left out

Zing Z.owie! LJolWldawa! It's good to have

since you doo ' I gel one very often---Oi is this your

us back. Let 's stare at each otherun tiJ our eyes

flr.'it time? I rea liz.e that you cal l this immature due

faU out lhcn drive (Cal fa st and drink lemon

to your deep sea led resentment from never having

slushjes.

had one. If you feel that ),ou need further analp.-

How's that D-word coming? Don 't yoo ever
&" tU.d of that junk?

Cassanovi Scout

ing you can talk to an y psych major or the coun-

Pres. or S.P.B.

seling center.
"Your Boy?"

Deepl)' c.onccrned

R U actually J..Cnid. to ta lk to mc????
A mere fanale studenl

Low,

w. need you 10 give blood!

M.,

Don 't gel behind on ),our payments . Get a

Real job!

Get a new girlfriend. Any awesome looking
babe will do.

Sleepy

Red Cross Blood Drive.

To . woman th e

YOP,
Sheil.

f~t

kiss is jusllhe end of the

beginnir.g-- l0 thc man it is the beg inning ofthc /

Get Psyched for little sister rush!

You're a cool owl pal!

September 18 -19th

at 11 :00 a.m. - 5:00 p,m. in Centennial Hall at the

Hot Pink and Gold

Rhonda,

LICO,
T urk

,

fun time!
Kerri, Sheila, Nuelle

APO

How's your stanach feel now?

(}arlt

Kappa SiR,

we be like you ?

you still have a receipt contact Julie at 341 -8581 '

LICO,

64. The tournament will be held on SepLember

---- - - - - --- - -- - -- -

Cindy,

Alphl Phi Oin~. (APO) service fraternity

J kad better get to pany with you at least once

Puck, and the number of teams will be limited to

Mental Health Center. Cane on OUt and watch

Sigma PI,

It reaUy is a nice ooe .

( :OllEGE REP

Very interesting.

Missy

A-Squared,

•guarant.ocd against defects. Call Marty at 364-

c, 1: CoM, P_ (y~u should know who yoo arc),

Are you sure engineering is your forte?

wil host its first 'iiin't"ii 3 -ON· 3 bul:etbaU
tournament . Sign-ups are still &t the Hockey

Your fan club

ha h.) and everything (h. h. h. ) broke (ha ha

OSIDO) - $1.25 each or 10 for $10.00 * 3.5"

Thll Sen1!'Ster the men of Alpha Phi Alpha

making those trips to Family FitD:SS.

Sleph, (alias Robert Frost),

SC

Amy, the Chi-O

Your Sweetheart

Your (ha h. ha) shelves (ha h. hal feU (h,

hal·

What is that _ _ _ _ on your eyeS?

LlCO,

Noelle,

will always be here for you, 100.

Sheila,

DlSKEITES FOR SALE !! *5.25" 360k (OS!

Amy,

You haven't changed a bit!!!

The Rumor spreaders

Thank you for all the support and help.

YOll( RESDIE!

I miss you. We need to do some major
studying and panying together REAL soon.

LlCO,

l'niversity Center WesL Application deadline :

SEPTEMBER 26. TInS LOOKS GREAT ON

"

~'rankle,

Could you please broaden you; vocabulary
beyond the extremely eloquent and descriptive

ThePany God

VPX

State tried to kill Noelle.

able in STL1>E.'IT ACTIVITIES OFFICE, 113

you can say when 1's in town!

Beige, beige, beige, beige, beige, beige,

do some raling again?

JwoIon and Senlon: WIIO's WHO AMONG

KA,

Ellen,

You ale an awesome BBS! When can we

Unda at 341-4286.

TGIF. II was a blast!

In His Love,

BYOB (Bring your own

lIe

lUMPUANCE STATEMENl)

Thanks for the wooderful time at your

open to receive him . Call 00 Him day or night.

Phooe: John 3:16

SC&AP
APO,

YBS Missy

Suzanne

answenng mac hine!

Your

student cqanizatiai fonns (ANNUAL REPORT

LICO,

LICO,

LICO,
_~Ilenllon

my car.

a"'lesome semester. Don't get tired ),eal. (Ha!)

Bruns & Kraft,

vacuum cleaner and attachments .

The family outing was just so you could use

To a super roomie! Thanks for being there
these past few weeks . Get psyched for an

th~e inLc:tCSted in intetviewing. It will be Friday!

Decent condition. $10.00. CaU364-840\ .

Robin and Jenny,

PLA,

SC

An Observer

Sheila

YBS

why don 't they act like it?

LlCO,

Thell Tau Omega will be having a smoker for

For Sale:

LlCO,
LlCO,

Cranky, HWlgry ...

Soptanber 14th II 3:00 at Bela Sig.- - •

Are you sure you doo't want to join the
choir? How about the skateboarding club? Jazz

Don't worry, tell Kevin-babe I'll bibysit you! Band?
Amy & Sandy,

Hacker,

.ncr 5:00 p.m.

....eekdays or anytime weekends.

APO, ha.yride, etc, etc, Let's h~ve a blast!

(Ha)

r.bie. Also, thta: small glass and brass tables and
tWO

Sandy.oo...bandy,

Get psyc:hed for initiation party weekend,

end.
The Cynic

U ),ou like Boone's Fum, cowboy boots

but let' s stay away from those elevators. See ya

and hay, I need a date . Please contact me at Chi-

in class.

0.
Swdy Buddy [rom HeU

Sheik

I

.............
,
o€IN , ~.l ·.:,;Ju',"+0'..z .,{Cbn('l'tfn'vl/,'· ., '. ,

. ...,~

,

"
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~~CUT ABOYE
HAIR SALON '

TAN Special 10 for $17.50

SCIENCE FICTION • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
10 14 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

209 West 11th St.
306J--6S66

DUBBLES
'\

••••••••••
• Two 1/4 lb. Burgers •
: Two reg. French Fries •
• Two 20 oz. Soft Drinks:

II

International Tours
Travel Agency of Ro1l9;
• 1023 Kingshighway Rolla, MO 65401

. Call Rick, Chris, or Melissa

MON·FRI

Thanks/or
":laking u,s

#1 .

i$3.99i
•~ood
•
•

i

•

through 0/30/90:

Not valid with any •
other offer 152-12. '

8 AM - 6 PM

SAT
I() AM· 4 PM

~.
Yourone;:stop!
.
Far complete travel Planning
. Foreign or domestic
(314)341.3300
BuSiness or pleasure!
1-800.876-3331

PERSONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Sponsored by Counseling & Career Development
A Division of Student Affairs

..._---------_...._----.......... ..

I

TEsT ANXIETY
Monday, September 17
3:30-4:3_0 pm; 201 Norwood Hall
Facilitator: Dr. Gene Van Maire
Learn .how you can reduce the anxiety that causes you to forget critical
facts and figures when you take tests only to remember them on the way to
your room later. ,.

***
WOMEN AND ALCOHOL
Tuesday; September 18
7:00-8 :00 pm; 104 Mechanical Engineering
.
Facilitator: Dr. Camille Consolvo
Did you know that college women are drinking in increasing numbers?
That alcohol's effects ' are different for women than men? Come find ou!
these and other interesting facts about the physiological and psychological
effects of alcohol on women.

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

••

'",Chi,
SheiL'

We're Conoco, the Hottest Bra'nd
Going.
And if you're an
Engineering Major, have we got .a
date for you. On T u e s day,
September . 18, 1990, from 6:308:00p.m., we'll ' be hosting a reception in ihe Mark Twain Room
- University Center, and we'd
like to meet you. Come find out
about the career opportunities at
Conoco. And we'll be back on
campus to interview on October 16 •
& 17. So, mark these dates, it
could be the beginning of a very hot
future.

(conoco)
A Du Pont Subsldlarv

Conoco is coming September 18, 1990!

• Delicious Mexican Food
(Mexico City Style)
• Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
• Sundays all you can ea.
• 1024 types of Nachos
• Pleasant atmosphere
Hwy. 63 So.
'364-1971

Rolla, Mo
Closed Monda

Campus .Organizations
Funding Applications
,
are Available' in
Stuco Office

Due September 14

Page 10
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YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE

AT,..

B

IRTHRIGHT

21 5 WEST 8th STR EET
_
P.O BOX 832
ROLlA ~..1 I SS0U RI 65401

. By GARY LARSON

THE,FAR SIDE

PHONE: 364-0066
FOR HELP
DURI NG UN PlANN ED PREGN AN CY
FREE PREGNANCY TESTI NG
NEW EARLY DETE TION METHOD

Von's ProSliop Inc ..
202

w. 9th 5t.

Rolla

314/364-6792

(In the Basement of the Pine Center)
Screen Printing and /3owliilg Supplies for all Occasions

featuring Missouri Made Garments
T-Shirts from Youth size 2-4 to.,Adult s ize XXXXL

You're invited to be our guests at the Citizens for Chaney
Fundraiser Saturday Sept 15 from 1:00 - 5:00pm at Schuman
Park featuring Bluegrass Music & Free food w/Student 10 &
your current Phelps County Yoter Registration Card.

" The white whale! The whlllllte wh . _• No, no .. •
My mlstakel .. . A black whale! A regular
blaaaaack whalel"

r-----.. . -------.

I MEDIUM ONE
I TOPPING PIZZA
I
AND

: PITCHER OF POP

I

..

$9.99
_-----------_.

CALL ORDERS AHEAD FOR FAST ER SERVICE

265-3904
B Highway
St. James, MO

364-7213
1024 King's highway
Rolla,MO

Expires October 12, 1990

.r~§l'~_

Humor at its lowest form.

CONVENIENCE MALL
1601 N. Bishop . Rolla

Suddenly, Professor Liebowitz realizes he has come
to the seminar without his duck.

364-0077

New Hours:
Sun-111m. 5-12 AM, Fri & Sat. 5-1AM

"That time was Just too close, George! Jimmy was
headed straight for the snake pit when
I grabbed hlml"

.

Early vegetarians returning from the kill.

:.1990

........

scome

~

-

,
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by Mlkll Plltllf'S

KENT
KENT
KENT
KENT
KENT

KNOWS
KNOWS
KNOWS
KNOWS
KNOWS
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GIFfS ."
ETCHING .. .
AWARDS .. .
ENGRAVING ...
PARTY GLASSES ...

,

(314) 364-1030
110 W. 8th St . •

Rolla, MO 65401

. ~ooch a meal
~;ll Tom Sager

Ken.

The Music Station
Also New Releases
From:
Jane's Addiction
Warrant
Ge~nge Michael .
LL Cool J
Too Short
f'

I

: 1023 Kingsbighway Suite (Across from Burger King)
"\
364-2497

.$4 - $3 -'$2 $1
~Pizza i.DD ..

r"

:

>-

DII.~IIIW

Just Ask For
. UMR's Sunday Special
4-11 pm .
$4
- $3
$2
$1

off any
off any
off any
off any

large pizza
medium pizza
smaIl pizza
individual pizza

not valid with any other offer

364-4544
Hwy 63 .& Pine

~>

"Macintosh,on the other hand, is a logical
"The first time Isaw aMacintosh,Iwas immediately
hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on
pricing and my next move was obvious: get one.
~hat's in YQur paper, not on how to get it on
"Some other computers are ,cheaper,but they're _, paper.You can create professional-looking
a pain. to lew, and working on them can be .'" , documents inrhinutes, and:you loseJhe fear of
a grueling experience. Last year, a friend
". -'; · leammg new programs because they all
'. -in the same way.
bought another kind of computer against
" '. "Once you've worked-with a
my advice and has used it for maybe 15
hours.What a waste.
there's no turning back~'
For purchasing information, call the Computer Center!
Mary Hinze at 311-1841 orData Pro Computer Systems
1024 S. Hwy. 63

..

"

tie'

Why do people love Macintosh~?
Ask them.
""

By
ASST,S

-
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Sports
MCLUB
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Soccer team has .500 week
Record 2nd ·shutout
vs. Bellarmine, 2 - 0
By Tom Huglies
- SPORTS EDlTOR

MClub
SOURCE
M-Club Athlete of the Week for
the week of September 2 - September
9 is junior Mike Swinford, a 6'4", 238
pound linebacker. Mike had 12 tackles and a fumble recovery in Saturday's loss against Northeast Missouri
State University. In the season opener,
he had nine unassisted tackles and one
assisted. An All-MIAA performer last
year at defensive end, Mike has played
the last two games as a linebacker.
Congratulations Mike!

with fire in their eyes.
Bruce
Campbell had two excellent shots on
net, only to be thwarted by the Bellarmine goalie.

" The condiwere
tions
,
ideal for a
soccer
match."

The Miller came into Saturday
night's game with a 1-2 record. The
opponent was- Bellarmine , College
from Kentucky . Bellarmine was lOoking to avenge last year's 4-0 defeat at
.
the hand of the Miners: '
The pitch was damp and there was
rain threatening in the skies. "The
conditiQns were ideal for a soccer
match. We coulHn't have asked for
much better," said junior mid-fielder
~ The Miners held most of the play
Bob Schneider.
Schneider was ready to lead the in the second half, but Bellarmine
Miners to victory. He "blasted" a shot played much better. The two teams
past the diving Bellarmine goalie to played what proved to be an entertaingive UMR a 1-0 leaOonly three min- ing half.
Freshman goalie Phil Hahn saw his
utes into the game.
• Pat Snider, not to be out done by • first collegiate action on Saturday
his namesake, netted the team's sec- night. His debut was excellent. He
ond goal at the 4:40 mark. UMR showed no fear as he continually came
looked to be well on their way to' an off his line to preserve the Miners
second shut out of the young season, 2easy victory.
The rest of the first half went the O.
The team's next game is on Tuesteam's way. Although they couldn't
fmd mesh, the Miners controlled play. day at Washington .University . Theil: '
Goalie Bill Faherty didn't have much next homc game is Friday night versus
the University of Kentucky. Your
action to contend with.
The kickers started the second half support would be greatly appreciated.

Miners lose in waining seconds
two teams exchanged possessions as
neither offense could get on track. The
By Tom Brl?wD
Bulldogs had the ball with under two
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
minutes to play in the quarter. A
The Miners suffered another heart- . ,S1,fpg rush by the Miner defensive
line put pressure on the NMSU quarbreaking loss, 24-17, as this one came
terback as he dropped ,back to pass.
in the fmal seconds of Saturday night's
Sophomore cornerback, Don Huff,
game against Northeas~ Missouri State
intercepted the pass and then raced 47
at Kirksville. Two spectacular catches
yards for,a touchdown. The point after
by the l'! Ilrtheast receivers led to the
by TO!Jl Hasenstab went ·through the _
winning touchdown with 29 seconds
uprights making the score 14-7.
left to play in the game. Head Coach
That was the spark the Miners
Charlie Finley was admitted to a local
needed. Again their def~nse took
hospital in Kirksville after experienccharge, as this time it was senior lineing chest pains during halftime. He
backer Kurt Daniels who picked off a
will be held for observation for several
Northeast pass and returned it to the
days and as· of Sunday, was doing
NMSU 26 yard line. Sophomore fullmuch better. As should be expected,
back, Rick Henry rushed up the middle
this played on the minds of the players
for a 14 yard gain and the first down. A
in the second half as they started to
dive by Henry on the next play put
lose their momentum that they had
them inside the 10 yard line facing a~
built up in the first half.
s.econd and goal. Runs by Art MatThe Bulldogs jumped out to an
thews and quarterback Mike Wise left
early lead as they reached the endzone
the Miners 2 yards shy of the goal line
in five plays which took only 2 minand facing a 4th~o~n. The Miners
utes giving them a 7-0 lead. On the
played it conservatively and went for
Miners opening play, a blindside hit
the field goal. Hasenstab's kick was
forced a Miner player to cough up the
good leaving the Miners only one
ball and it was recovered by NMSU on
touchdown away from victory, 14-19·
our ·19 yard line. The Bulldogs then
At the halfway mark of the 2n'd
proc~ed to score another touchdown
quarter, the Miner defense was again
increasing the lead to 14-0.
do"ing thl!ir job by~topping the NMSU
For the rest of the first quarter, the

attack deep in their own territory. A
quarterback sack by freshman Doug
Fulton forced the Bulldogs to punt,
giving the Miners the ba{1 just inside
midfield. The offense then powered
the ball down the field until they were
sitting on the I yard line with a first
down. Sophomore Carlos Cain ran the
ball in for the score, capping off a
scoring drive of seven plays and nearly
two and a half minutes.
Neither teain could put the ball in
the end7.one for the remainder of the
half as time expired with UMR on top
17 -14. With the start of the second
half, it was a shaken Miner squad that
took the field . The third quarter was a
different type of a game as each team
fumbled twice and neither could score.
With under a minute gone by in the
fourth quarter, the Bulldogs tied the
game with a 38 yard ficld goal. 17-17.
It again became a defensive bl!ttle as
both teams were continuously forced
to punt. With 4:35 left in the game
NMSU was knocking at the door.
Again the defense rose to the occasion
and dropped two conseCutive ball carriers for losses , leaving them with a4th
and IS. The attempted field goal went
wide, leaving the game tied.

See Football, page 14

Lose to Columbia
College, 3 - 2
By Jeff Lacavlch
STAFF WRITER
After a split on the road last weekend, the kickers were looking to break
open a wipning record on Tuesday
night. The opponent was Columbia
College. The kickers suffered a tough
3-2 loss in front of a nice size crowd.

into play; There, it was 'put in the net
just passed the hustling goalie Bill
Faherty who got a han? on the ball.
The game looked to be out of reach
with only ten minutes left and the team
down 3-1. The team did not quit. instead, they went all out the last ten
minutes. The Miners got their second
goal on a ball Larry Franz chested,
settled, tl1ITled, and fired into the net.
The team had one last chance with

about 40 seconds left. Jay Knicker
blasted a carmon, but he put it just wide
The team played a very poor first- of the goal . Anywhere else and the
half. It looked as if they had no heart game would have been tied.
and were very intimidated. Columbia '
It took the team too long to get
College scored twice in the firsi-half, go~g . If they would have pl~yed the
both on through-balls .
first half like the second, the game
would have been no contest
At half-time, Couch Boucher let
off some steam and apparently made
his voice he3!d. The team played v~ry
aggressively and scored ten minutes
into the second half. A great cross by
Jeff Schaeffer and a perfect header by
Pat Snider put the team on the board.

The game was getting rough and
two yellows were given out. The kickers missed a penalty kick, which
would have tied the game at two. Columbia College got its third goal on a
shot that hit the cross bar and came out

Cross ,Country
/'

By 1iom Brown
ASST. ~P0RTS EDITOR
The UMR men's and women's
cross country teams had their first
meet on August .31 against SOlJthwest
Baptist University at Bolivar. The
women took the top four places. At
this time they dpn't have enough to
record victories as a team, since they
only have four runners and five are
needed. Jeanne Jackson took first and
was followed by Becky Wilson, Gina
Turner and Heather Benson. They
field on!y two returners from last season.
The men, who had beaten SBU the
previous two seasons: suffered a disappointing loss. The Miners possibly
could have underestimated SB U, since
the SB U team was young with only one
really strong returner. John Conrad,
who finished fourth in the meet, led the
UMR squad. The SBU runners kept
Conrad on the outside forcing him to
run a little longer distance. As he made
his move at the last and began to pull
away, he stepped in a dip in the path
and lost his footing forcing him to
settle for fourth .
The Cougar Classic is the next
meet for both the men's and women's
teams . It was held in Edwardsville,
Illinois on September 8th. There will
be 13 teams ,at the event including conference foe . Central Missouri State
University and two division I schools.
,~
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With SMIRT oniya few Weeks away,
Rugby Club
SOURCE
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With SMIRT just a few weeks
away, let's take this opportunity to go
over some rugby t erms.
THE PLAYERS
There are 15 players on each team
usually divided between eight forwards and seven backs. The forwards
are involved in the line-outs and
serums and generally have the task of
capturing the ball for the backs. The
backs play more to the open field and
attempt to out-maneuver their opponents by passing. kicking or running
with the ball. Each player' has a specific position and is responsible for
some part of both the offense and tj1e
defense of his team.
There .are no substitutions in
rugby, if a man is injured the team
must .play without him. The players
are also forbidden to wear any protective armor or pads save "it soft scrum
cap or knee brace.
THE OBJECT
Rugby is played on a field 110 by
70 yards with 20 yard end zones at
either extremity . Goal pos ts are
pl-aced midway across each end line.
The field is marked off halfway between the end lines and 25 yards of
each try line. The object of the game
is to carry or kick the ball into, the end
zones and touch it down-for a try or to
kick the ball on certain occasions
through the uprigbts for points.

Garnes are usually played with two
halves of 30 and 40 minutes duration
with a five minute break in between.
THE GAME
Play begins with a kick-off, a
player with the ball may run with it or
kick it or pass it to any other player
either}aterally or behind him. His opponents may tackle the man carrying
' the ball at any time, except for s(.Tufi1s,
, rucks:and line outs no other contact is,
: allowed.
-THESCRUM
A set serum occurs when a team is
guilty of a ~inor infraction, such as
hitting the ball forward with his hands;
or when the bail is pressed down in the
,end-wne by the defending team; or
when play is stalled because the ball is
being smothered in a ruck or a maul.
At that point the referee will ask for a
serum and both packs of forwards will
bind on to each other in the manner
illustrated. The scrum'-half is resppn,sible for putting the ball in between the
two packs and they in tum try to heel,
or kick the ball with their feet through
the back of their serum to be picked up
by the scrum half and delivered to the
backfield . When the ball exits the
scrum , the scrum ceases and open play
resumes.
Scrums need not be set scrums.
When a man is tackled and the ball
comes to the ground between two or
more opposing players, a scrum is '
fonned automatically without th<; formal positioning of a set scrum. The
rules are the same, only the feet can be

Football

a try and four points. The Comerused to convey the ball out of the
slon: After a' try is scored, the team
scrum; or in ,this instance called a ruck.
scoring ~as the right to try to kick' the
Teams that are consistently able to
ball thr!lugh the uprights off the
control the ball in TJlcks or scrums hold
ground from any point on a line per'
a mighty _advantage over their opposipendiculp to the try line extended
tion.
• (1J . ...
from th~ place the ball was touched
THE LINE-OUT
When the ball is kicked, or carried
down. I{ successful, the kicking team
is awarded two points.
out of,bounds it is said to have gone
There are two other ways to score
into "touch," the ball is brought back
with a kick. A Penalty (;oal: A team
into play by means of a line-out. At the
is awarded'@free kiek in the event its
point where the ball passed into touch,
the two packs of forwards lineup oppo- opponent is guilty of a major ,penalty,
site each other perpendicular to the the team :offended against has the opsideliJie. The tearn not rcsponsible for tion to trY to place kick the"ball through
the ball's going out-of-bounds now the prights from the point of the penhas a player throw "the ball in between alty. If .successful, tllis yields three
the two lines ofplayers"who attemplto points. The Dropped Goal: At ~y
catch the ball and control it or pass it
time durjng the game any player may
back to the scrum-half waitil,lg beside attempt ~ drop kick through the oppothe line. The ball, must be' thrown nent's gO'll, this is essentially the same
as a penalty goal and also gives three
squarely in between the two lines and
the only players allowed t<) gil for the ' points to the team which executes it. '
PENALTIES
ball ~e the forwards who are in the
Penalties are assessed against a
line-out, the scrum-halves of each
tearn and the two men who usulllly team for various infractions . Off-side,
blocking, intention all~ throwing the
throw the ball in ; all others must
remain ten yards away from the line- ball forward , or illegally playing the
ball with the hands in a scrum , are the
out until it has ended. The line-out
ends when the ball has been captured most common:J:n thi s event the team
by one team or another or is knocked offended against receives a free kick
away from the lines , A scrum is usu- from the point of the infraction the
ally the result of a poorly handled line- kick may be a drop kick, a punt or a
place kick, or the ball may be merely
out.
tapped ,with a foot and passed.
WAYS TO SCORE
THE OFF-SIDE RULE
There are four ways to score in
Probably the most confusing rule
rugby: The, T r y: When a man carries
in all of rugby for the novice is the
Ithe ball across his opponent's end line
and touches the ball down, he awarded offside rule. It is 'basically this: no

player may participate in the game
unless he either has the ball or is on his
own te'am's side of the ball. When the
ball is kicked forward by a man's
teammate from behind, that man is
off-side until he either retreats behind
the kickei or he is passed by the kicller
as he runs up. OfT-side line of a serum
or a, line-ou~, the penalty for off-side is
uniform; A free kick from thepoiill of
·infraction, or a scrum, u) the' case of
offside after a kick, at ,the Point the
' kick was taken.
THE 'REFEREE
The game is controlled by a referee
who keeps the score, the time and
~nforc:s vtJ,l.~ .rul!l~ of thci g'a me: He is
assisted on the sidelines by two touch
judge.s who signal when the ball is into
touch.
THE SPECTATOR
The sPectator is as much a part of
the game, ljS anyone involved, and
especially so if he or she knows what
the game is all about. The above is a
small survey of the rules of the game
Which, in practice can be more complicated or simple depending on the situation, The watchword'f~r all new spectators is to ask theyerson standing next
to you, they are probably a rugby fan atic and willing to spend the balance
of the afternoon trying to explain everything there is to know about the
g ame of Rugby Football.
, We hope to have the support of the
UMR students throughout the semester.

i'
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The Miners then began to chew up
UMR led in rushing with 154
time, as they pushed their way down yards, while our defense held the Bullfield. They moved into NMSU terri- dog rushing attack to only 135 yards:
tory, where they were looking at a 4th Our I~ad ing rushers were Henry with
and 6 at the 37 yard line with I :50 4~ and Matthews and Cain with 36 and
remaining. The Miners chose to go for 34 respectively, Wise- went 9-22 in
it. An incomple te pass stopped the passing for 100 yards, Vincent Banks
Miner drive and gave the ball to the was his main target as he tallied 62
Bulldogs on their own 37 yard line yards on five receptions , Th.e Miner
with 1:48 remaining, NMSU then defense was again anchored by the
went to the air and moved the ball play of Mike Swinford , who had 12'
against a gambling Miner defense, tackles and one fumble recovery .
fighting to regain possession of the
The Miners.' next game is at home
ball. A 15 yard pass play put them in , against Missouri Wes tern this Saturthe endzone and on top with only 29 ' day the 15th at 1:30. They ~ied for
seconds left. A des~ration attempt by fourth in the MlAA last year and feathe Miners failed as the clock ran OUI, ture a strong running game. Come on
NMSU-24 and UMR-17,
out and support your tearn!

Sigma Chi derby days run
'

.

,

, Entry form and waiyer

available

Sigma Chi
Source

I know that participating in a 5K or '10K run is potentially
a hazardous activity. I should not enter and ruh unless I
am medically able and properly trained, I alsO know that
although race officials will supply protection along the
course, there will be traffic on the course route. I assume
the risk of runni~gj n traffic, I also,assume any and all
other ri ~ks associated with this event including but not
limited 10 falls, contact wiih other participants, the effects
of weather and the conditions of roads, all such risks
being known and while traveling to and from or
participating in this event, ,

sors anil their representatives. a ny race offic ials or vol un-

teers, from any and all claims of liability, for death,
personal injury, property damage and/or loss of any kind

This release and w'!!ver, eXlFnds to al,l clairyls of every kind

d ~te

.

. signature of parent (if under 18)
t.L...

n ame.~~

"

Rolla. MO 65401

$8 Guys
$10 Girls
Long Hair X-tra .

address

____

~~~~

________________

-;-..,:..,,.:.,.~~:..::__~__' /, .-------

city,_____- '_______ Sia le _ _ zip _____ '
age _____ sex _ _, phone ______________
shirt size - S M L Xl:. '
send form and $6 chec.k 10:

•

ru n' or 10K ru n
Sigma Chi / Derby Days
13 10 Pine Sf.
Rolla, MO_65401
5K

!llC.ITION:

DECEHBER

2.9 G.P . A

~

Knowing these facts, and in consideration of you accepting
my entry, I, for myself, my heirs, e~ec utors and administrators, waive and release all rights and claims for
damages I have against the Sigma Chi Fraternity, all spon-

'or nature whaisoev..elj. foreseen or unforesee n. known or
un known,
-"

314-341-5828

Industril
POsITrON:

or nature whatsoever arising out of or in the course of
my participatiop in this event,

1421 H Forum Dr.

cOJ:lp.uter
etc. ;

'

Key Sport ani! Sigma Chi are sponsoring this year's Third Annual Derby
Days Dash. This year's race 'will be
held on September 22, 1990 at 11 :00
A.M. and consistof a5K and 10K run.
Runners will need to be at Sigma Chi
at 10:00 A.M , to receive race numbers,
process last-minute entry forms, and
obtain infonn ation on course route'.
The fee for entering the race is $6.
Awards will be given out to athletes by age group (l 7 and under, open,
and 40 and over} The overall winners
(men and women) in each race will
receive a pair of running shoes , compliments of Key Sport. Group winners
of each race wi1I receive a trophy. All
second place finishers will receive
medals, also corr:lRFf.l~nts of Key
Sport. TIlC first sevCJ1 o/-'five entrants
will receive a free T-shirt, ,After the
race, refreshmcn"ts ,will be prQvided,
compliments of Pepsi Cola,
All proceeqs from the race go to the
Clco-Wall acc Center for Children,
Sigma Chi's international service project. For more infonnation, contact·
Key Sport or Sigma Chi (364- 1433).
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
PLACEllENT OFFICE

Buehler Building, 9th &

Ro~la

8ICDIlJP LOCATIOII.
8ICDIlIP BOUIIB.

PRICE WATERHOUSE MANAGEMENT CONSUUTING SERVICES
One Boatmen's Plaza - 20th Floor
st. Louis, MO 63101
attn : Ms. Leigh Harper

U.S. pEPT' OF COMMERCE PTO
One Crystal Park, Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20231
attn: Ms . Victoria Salvano

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
All fields of Engineering,
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Food Tech ., Pharmacoloqy, Microbiology, Organic Chemistry, Botany
Patent Examiner
POSITION:
(Details will be posted at
time of interview siqnups.)
LOCATION:
Arlington, VA
DECEMBER 1990, HAY, JULY 1991 GRADS
U. S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
PREFER 2.95 OR BETTER G.P.A.

St.

PALL DIIXLY DIITAIL LIST 14·
Week of October 8-12, 1990

1 ea day, Oct. 8, 9
MBA Business/ Computer Science
BS/MS Engineering .
POSITION:
Information Technology Consultant
LOCATION:
st . Louis, Kansas City, De nver,
Houston
DECEMBER 1990, !!AY, JULY 1991 GRADS
3.0 G.P.A. REQUIRED
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

0-3 Buehler Bui14inq
7:45 to 11 :15 a.m.
1:00 to 4:15 p.m.

PRBSCRBE!IIID INTERVIEWS

For prescreeninq companies, qualified students must

submit resumes in Room G-J Buehler Building prior to
the deadline outlined. Resumes will be mailed to
participat~ng co~panie.s three weeks prior to their
in~erview date, and- th-ey ·will select the student,s
~hey wish to ' interv_iew :
Selectee's names wi if be
posted on the bulletin boards in the signup a·rea and
in the appropriate departments. Ppsting of names
will be done approximately two weeks before the

U.S, GYPSUM
, P.O. Box 298
Shoals, IN 47581
attn:
Mr. Randy Siepler

signing.

MhYTAG CORPoRATION. ADMIRAL DIVISION
Admiral Drive
Galesburg, IL 61401
attn~
Ms. Pat Volmer

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'
INTERVIEW DATE: October 9, 1990

.. '

Maintenance/TroubleS~~~~~g; Manufacturing Engineer -

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
(Recru,i ters for these schedules will be
M.E. Eck, J.B. Sheldon, T.D . McCallister)
MAJORS:
'
BS/MS ChE, ME, PE
Anchorage, AL
LOCATION:
DECEMBER 1990, MAY, JULY 199 1 GRAD~
MUST BE AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE U. S . ON
A FULL-TIME BASIS

SOUTHWESTERN BELL CORPORATION
#1 Bell Center
Room 3600
st . Louis, 'MO 63101
attn: Ms. Lynn Wogtech

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Thursday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DA:rES: October 9, 10, 1 1, 1990
SPECIPY LOCATIOII 011 RESUKE POR ARCO (LOWER 48 STATES

1 ea day, Oct. 8, 9
BS/CE, CompSci, ME, Eng. Mgt., EE
Supervisory Engineering po~itions
(Details will be posted with
interview signup!j»
LOCATION:
MO, TX, OK; AR, KS
DECEMBER 1990 or !!AY 1991 GRADS
MUST BE TOP 1/2 OF CLASS
MUST BE PERMANENTLY AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN U. S.

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:

OR AIICBORAOI!, ALASKA)

ARCO OIL & GAS CQMP~
P.O. Box 2819
Dallas, TX 75221
attn: Mr. Mark Eck
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
(Recruiters for these schedules will be J . E. Roper
and R. D. Johnson)
MAJORS:
BS/ME ChE , ME, PE
POSITION:
Engineer
LOCATION:
Lower 48 states location
DECEMBER 1990, !!AY, JULY 1991 GRADS
MUST BE AUTHORIZED' TO WORK IN THE U. S. ON
A FULL-TIME BASIS

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Thursday, Sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATES: October 8, 9, 1990

Manufacturing Engineer -

Facilities;

comp~ut er

BS/Engineer ing : Knowledge of
operations and programming, mfg. processes,

Thursday, Sept. 13

ARCO AIASKA INC.
P.O. Box 2819
Dallas, TX 75221
attn: Mr. Mark Eck

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/Mining or Mechanical Eng.
Mine Engineer & Project Engineer
POSITION:
Shoals, IN
LOCATION: ,
DECEMBER 1990 GRADS
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUME:
Thursday, sept • . 13
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 8, 1990

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORs:
BS/HE :
Design Engineer Refrigerator Cab~nets Design '
as/HE: Design Engineer Refrigerati<;m Systems Design
- as/EE or BS/ME:
Electrical
Design Engineer
BS/ME or BS/ChE: Advance
Design Engineer - Thermal;
BS/ME, BS/ChE, or BS/Materials
Eng. for Materials Enginee,r
BS/ME: Advance Design EngineerMechanical (strengths in computer science, ME theory
and design is required)
BS/Mfg. Engineering or BS/ME with
emphasis on manufacturing process & tooling required

BS /ME:

as ,

Thursday, Sept. 13
PEADLINE FOR TVRNtNG IN REUHES;
INTERVIEW DATES: October 8, 9, 1990

interview date with a four-day deadline for

I

Page 15

POW CHEMICAL USA.
P .O . Box 150"
Plaquemine, LA 70765-0150
attn: Mr. Joe Bristol

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Thursday, sept. 13
' INTERVIEW DATE: October 9, 10 , 11, 1990

etc. ;
BS/Engineering Management for
Industrial Engineer ,
POSITION:
Detailed descriptions will be
available at time of interview signups
LOCATION:
Galesburg, IL
DECEMBER 1990 GRADS ONLY
2 . 9 G . P.A. REQUIRED
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW D~TE:
October 8, 1990

Thursday, sept. 13

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

3
BS/KS/ChE, ME, EE, MetE;
BS/MS/PhD Chemistry
POS'I TION:
Entry level positions in mfg.,
process engineering, technical sales, technical
services, research & development
I
LOCATION:
Texas, Louisiana, Ohio & Michigan
DECEMBER 1990 or !!AY 1991 GRADS
U, S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT RESIDENT VISA REQURED

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMEs: , Thursday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE: October 8, 1990
RALSTON PURINA COMPANY
P.O. Box 3588
Davenport, IA 52808
attn : Mr . Kerry Garman
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :

3

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:'
INTERVIEW DATE: october 8 , 1990

Thur8day, sept . 13

1
BS/EE : ME
Nuclear Div . - Design Engineer
Technical Services (Non-Nuclear)
LOCATION:
palo, Iowa
DECEMBER 1990, !!AY 1991 GRADS
2.7 ·G.P.A. REQUIRED

Thursday, sept. 13

MISSOURI HIGHWAY , TRANSPORTATION DEPT.
P.O. Box 270
Jefferson ci~y, MO 65102
attn: Mr. Mel Gardner

BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
P.O. Box 419917
'
Kansas City, MO 64141-0917
attn: Mr. Paul Teater
NUIIBER OF SCHEDULES :
MAJt1.RS:

1
BS/CE and BS/ME
.
(no Enqineerinq Management)
POSITION:
Structural Engineer or Project
Manaqeaent
LOCATION: _
Kanaas City, KS or regional plants
DECEMBER 1990, KAY, JULY 1991 GRADS
2 . 5 G. P.A. REQUIRED
U. S. CITIZENSHIP OR ABLE TO OBTAIN

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMESj
INTERVIEW DATE: October 8, 1990

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :
POSITION:

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DATE: October 8, 1990

~ur.4ay,

••pt. 13

·NUIIBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
DECEKBER 1990 GRADS
2 . 0 G.P.A. REQUIRED

~"ura"7'

LTV STEEL
P.O. Box 6778
Cleveland, OK 44101
attn:
Mr. Bill Bush
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
2
MAJORS:
BS/MetE" EE, ME
POSITION:
Quality Control Management Trainee
& Steel Production Management Trainee (details will be posted at time of interv iew signups)
LOCATION:
IL, IN, ON, PA
DECEMBER 1990 or !!AY 1991 GRADS
2.7 G.P.• A. RBQUIRED
VERIFICATION OF AUTHORIZATION TO WORK IN U.S.

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES; Bur.day, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE: OCtober 10, 1990 '"

1- ea day OCt. 9, 10
BS/KS CE
Design, Conatruction, - Materials
EnCj'ineerinq, Traffic Engineering
statewide

DEAQLINE FOR TURNING IN 8£SUUS'
INTERVIEW DATES: October 9, 10

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
ea day, Oct . 10, 11
MAJORS:
BS/MS CE, ME, EE
POSITION:
Baton Rouge, LA
recent grads, DEC. 1990, MAY, JULY 1991 GRADS
3.0 G.P.A. REQUIRED
U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT RES . VISA REQUIRED
DEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES i Thursday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATES: Oct. 10, 11, 1990

IOWA ELECTRIC LIGHT &- POWER CO.
P.O. Box 351
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406
attn: Ms. Patricia Lusted

BS/ME , EE,... ChE, Engineering
Mgt, or Engineering Mechanics
Production Management Trainee (all
POSITION:
disciplines above), Engineering Trainee (ME, EE, ChE)
Davenport, IA
LOCATION:
2.5 G.P.A . REQUIRED
IRCA 1986
DECEMBER 1990 GRADS

ETYHL CORPORATION
451 Florida Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70801
attn: Mr. Gary Hinz

.ept. 11

CONTte"

INC.
1001 Grove , St.
Middletown, OH 45044
attn: Mr. Toa Severski
HIlMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/CE
POSITION :
Technical Sale.
recent grads, DECEMBER 1990 or MAY 1991 GRADS
2.5 G.P.A . REQUIRED

DEAQLINE FOR lVRNING IN RESUMES; ","ur.4ay, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE: October 10, 1990

i
j
J

1
j
BASF CORPORATION
Chemical. Division
100 Cherry Hill RoaeS
Paraipanny, NJ 07054
attn: Mr. Jero_ C . Wichinaky
. NUIIBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS/ChE
POSITION:
Profes.ional Development PrOCJram - "
f 2 yr. rotational ' prOCJraa that allows participants to
rotate 3 yr. work aaaigtUlents before peraanent placement.
LOCATION:
Nationwide - flexible tor reloc.
KAY, JULY 1991. GRADS
2.7 G.P.A. PREFERRED

DEADLINE FOR TURKING IN RESUMES; Bur.da"
INTERVIEW DATE: october 10, 1990

.ept. 13

\ '0'
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Wednesday, September 12,1990

Missouri Miner

~ DON'TSIIN UP
LAR

IS HERE' ' ·FOR ASIUDENT .
. LOAN UNTIL YOU
,SIGN UP HERE.
It

Stockade Burger,
Fries & Drink
whill!,81/2xl1.copielon2O#
for only St ...clI. Need we say less?
Quality copies, with t.~ expert
assistance.
BInding, collating and other ~ing

services ayai1abl~.

~.

.

Brilliant color,papas availabie.

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

314-,164.2485 • l.aJ0-888-2485
Fax 314-34H372
630 SOuth Bishop
, Rolla, MO 65401
Retail Sto~ H=
Monday·Friday 8:00-5:30;
, Satuiday 9:011-4:00
Printing .It Commercial: Monday.Friday
8:011-4:30

Every Sundayfrom
5:00 p.m. to close.
Includes FREE dessert.

..

1401 Martin Springs Dr.
Rolla, MO 65401

SIRLOIN~

~
P.O. 110' 14

If,IJORS:

POSITION:

for as low as

$2.99

.AVB".JI1LPINIE .
installed

pre-register now. free installation.
special discounts on equipment. a,nd
other custom calling features AUTHORIZED AGENT for MISSOURI CELLULAR

o 1990 Sirloin Siockade: Inlernalional

Medi-Value
,. '.- J?harmcy
Tenth and Pine
Rolla's almost on Campus pharmacy & phot~' center.
For all your health & photo needs.

Phone 364-7077

For more information about student health
insurance, contact:

Guarantee Life Insurance Company, telephone 1·800·392·
2617 (outside St.louiS) or 241-8244 (Sf. Louis).

IJ)CATION:

recent gr

PREYER 3.

pEJUW!EII!

~~

LANNEDPARENTHOOD
OF THE CENTRAL
OZARK:S
free pregnancy testing
educiltional workshops
reproductive health exams
referral services ~v;rilable
birth control supplies
evening hours available
sliding scale fee

All Services Confidential '
MON&WED8-7
TUES&FRI 8-5 THIJR IP"

364-1509 '
1032-B Kin~ighway

wichita, KS
attn: lis
,J

::OfS
POSITION:

(Details
lIlCATION:MUST BE I
ft'UI)DrS
fO

Iimm

PElI!WIEN'I

NOT ACc!m
DECEIIBBR

~
One Busch P

St. Louis,
attn: lis
I!.!JOM:
POSITION:

Brewing

that will
DjCB!!BKR
U ~S. CIT!

~~

AT THE

DRIVE-IN

P.O. Box 50
Monroe, Ne
attn: Mr

~OFS'

-OM:

PosITION:
lOCATION:

first file the claim wjth Aetna Ufe Insurance

2. Then, if Aetna de'nies coyeraee. submit the claim
to Guarantee Trust Life Insurance Company, using the
new claim fortns,and enclose Aetna's denial. Guarantee
Trost Life will provide coverage if it is a claim that would
normally have been covered by Aetna had they continued
to be the insurance carrier into this current acaderruc year,

Men who don't register with
. 5el~y;tive;S~r;.v.ice aren't eligible for
some federal benefits. And that
includes federal student aid for college. 50 if you're within a month of
turning 18, take five minutes and fill
out a simple card at the post office.

I.OCATION:

Company. using an Aetna claim fonn and following the
same procedures as last year;
.

t·

~

J

!i1JKBER Of 5

STOCKADE

• if you were enrolled last year in the University
of Missouri "Student Accident and Sickness
Insurance Plan" under Aetna Life Insurance
Company, and had that coverage up through
August 14. 1990;!W1~
• if you are currently enrolled in the same studen
health insurance plan starting August IS, 1990,'/
now carried by Guarantee Trust Life Insurance
Company Igld"i
• if you need to file ,a claim for expenses that
occurred after.August 14, 1990, but that are fox: a
conc;!!tion that existed on August 14, 1990 or
before:

I'

1-=-._

$2.99

Important Claim E1l!Lstructiollls

1.

- IF-

t!Je ot i

2.8,\IID A
0.5 . CITI

l.OJ19Vlev, T
attn: Mr

STUDENT ACCIDENT &
SICKNESS INSURANCE
~,

-=---'=- L

--

pOSl'lION:
IJ)CATION:

a different
[Bl set of jaws. ~.
~
FILMS INCORPORATED

Wednesday
Sept. 12,
1990
STARTS ·AT
,DUSK
nO 'rice please
(Federal law )

DECE!!Bn
2. 75 G P

O.S . CiTi;

~

~

.I 990

~

UP

!NT

rou

lEt

Wednesday. September 12.1990
An TOWER TiP COMPANY

Missou ri Miner

attn:

attn:

Mr. Larry Irwin

NUllBER OF SCHEOOI>ES:
1lAJ0RS:

2.8 AND ABOVE G.P.A. REQUIRED
U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PI!RMl\HENT RESIDENT VISA
~huraday,

PEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
IHTl!RVIEW DATE:

DEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUME ;

Sept. 13

o

with
blefor
~ that
forcol.
onth of
.andfill
toffice.

P.O. Box 7444

Longview, TX 75607
attn: Mr. Nick Nabours

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

HUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

1

1lAJ0RS:

BS/MS ChE, Eng. Mgt. or Cj!:

POSITION:

Cheaical Eng., Industrial Eng.
and Civil Eng . (Details viII
be available with siqnups)
Longview. TX

I

'!'llura4ay, S~P~. 13

PUDLlNE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERVIEW DATE:

october 11, 1990

MAXTAG CORpoRATION AQMIRAL PIVISION
Admiral Drive
Galesburg, IL 61401
attn: Ms. Pat Volmer

KOCH INDUSTRIES

INC.

I

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

1

pEADLINE FOR TURNING RESUMES: Thursday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE: t October 12, 1990

i

,

P.O. Box 8127

IOOD

Wichita, KS 67208
attn: Ks. Becky Bates

L

HOIIBER OF SCHEDULES:
1lAJ0RS:

llg

)PS

{ams
able

es

Ible

+i '

ChE, ME

LM! ENGINEERING . INC.
396 Plasters Ave., N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30324

(Details vill be posted at tu.e of signups L) 1
attn:
Mr. Charles Ferry
Corpus Christi, TX; st~ ~aul, MN;
.
1
l'ichita, ItS; other l~t~ons are NUKBER OF SCHEDULES: 1
available in the pipe1p. n'l group
1lAJ0RS:
'BS/MS/CE, Geol. Eng.

MUST BE IN TOP 25\: OF CLASS
.....
I!
8'1"UDBft SKqULD BRIWO 'COPY or )(U'S'l' . .CUltRDI'I ~SCRJ:.P'1'

~ Dft'BJl~.:

' : !

NOT~DW?RK VISA REQUIRED: STUDENT TRAi NI~G VISAS
DECEMBER 1990 or MAY, JULY

199i

PEADLIHB FOR TURHlHG IN RESUMES i -

\

GRADS

ftur~4ay,

October 11, 1990

I!
!I

8.P~.

POSITION:
LOCATION:

staff Engineer positions in
geotechnical, construction &

:::~~~nm~~~~l

DECEMBER 1990, MAY 1991 GRADS

I

\
\

SCHLUMBERGD WELL SDYICES
365 Canal St., Suite 2400
New Orleans, LA 70130
attn: Mr. Don Sweet
1 ea day, OCt. 8-9

MAJORS:

BS/EE, ME, PH, Physics

POSITION:
LOCATION:

Field Engineer
Gulf Coast Unit

SPS 386/25
COMPUTER SYSTEM

DBCEMBER 1990 GRADS
I
U',S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT RES. VISA REQU+RED

PEAPLINE POR TURNING IN RESUMES' Thursday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE: OCtober 12, 1990
SQUARE p-NOBTH CAROLINA

1809 Airport Road

P.O. Box 5002

Monroe, NC 28110
attn: Mr. Jim Roach
HUMBER OF SCHEDULES :

1

1lAJ0RS:

BS/Engineering Management or
Mechanical Engineering
Manufacturing Engineer, Marketing
Engineer or Department Mimager
Charlotte , NC

LOCATION:
DECEMBER 1990 GRADS
2.75 G.P.A. REQUIRED
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

pEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Tbura4ay, sept. _13
INTERVIEW DATE: OCtober 11, 1990

)

\

INTERVIEW SIGNVr PATE: Konday, sept. 24, 1990
·INTERVIEW DATES: October 8, 9, 1990

POSITION:
~riaenta1 Brewer and/pr
Brewing supervisor Trainer
LOCATION:
la-month training program
that will be held at the st. Louis Headquart~rs

Anderson Consulting

Mark TWain Rm-UCE

Mark Twain Rm-UCE
September 18
Conoco, Inc.
September 23
Burns , McDonnell
101 EE Bldg.
Chemical Enqr . -G3
Septe-.ber 24
Mobil Oil
(Mobil Oil bas changed location of .eeting to ChE Bldg.
Hockey Puck
September 26
U. S. Marines
Mark Twain Rm-UCE
September 27
Lever Bros.
Marathon oil
Onion PAcific
Vista Cbeaical
U. S. Marine.

Cent. Hall -202B
Missouri Roo.-UCE
Maramec RID. -UCE
Hockey Puck

october

Chevron

Missouri Rla-UCE

October

Oniv. of TUlaa

6:00 pm
6:30 pm
7:00 pm .

7:00 pm
G-3)

9 am-3pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
6:30 pm
6:00 pm

9 aa-3p.

Grad School
Schlwoberqer Well

UCE-HaUvay

10 aa-2 pa

Mark Tvain Rm-UCE

7:30 pm

october 8

ARCO Oil , Gas
U. S . Patent'
Trad. .ark

104 ME Bldg.

7 : 00 pm

Mark

october 9

BHP Utah Int' 1

Missouri Rm-UCE

Dillard.
LTV Steel

Math-CSci B1g-Rm209
Mark Tvain Rm-UCE

~ain

Ra-UCE

* Intel 80386-25 CPU
*Jmb, 80ns RAM (expandable to 8mb on motherboard)
*Mitsumi 5.25 High Density Floppy DiskDrive
'* Mitsumi 3.5 High Density Floppy Disk Drive
* 1.1 interleave Hard/Floppy MFM Controller
* Seagate ST-251-1, 40mb, 28ms access speed
. * 2-Serial/I-Parallelll-Game Port
*Clock/Calendar!Battery Backup
* Fujitzu WI-Enhanced Keyboard
* Small Footprint/High Tech Case w/200 Watt Power Supply
* 8 Expansion Slots (2-8 bit, 5-16 but, 1-32 bit)
* Paradise .1024, 16-Bit VGA Color Graphics CArd
* VGA Color Monitor, w/.31 Dot Pitch
* MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01

$2150

6:30 pm

Services

OCtober 7

\

BS/ChE

1lAJ0RS:

.,

I

DECEMBER 1990, MAY, JULY 1991 GRADS

St. Louis, MO 63118
attn: Ms. Kathy Brumitt

September 17

\

2.7 G.P.A. REQUIRED
MUST HAVE PERMANENT RESIDENT VISA OR BE U.S . CITIZEN

A!!IIE!!SERBUSCH

POSITION:

Electrical

85/ME or BS/ChE: Advance
Design Engineer - Thermal:
85/ME, BS/ChE, or BS/Materials Eng.
85/ME: Advance Design EngineerMechanical (strengths in computer science, ME theory
and design is required)
85/Mfg. Engineering or BS/ME with
emphasis on manufacturing process , tooling required
BS/EE: Manufacturing Engineer Maintenance/Troubleshooting;
BS/ME: Manufacturing Engineer Facilities
BS/Engineering: Knowledge of
computer operations and proqrUlJlling, IIlfg. processes,
BS/Enqineering Management - I. E.
POSITION:
Detailed . descriptions will be
available at time of interview signups
LOCATION:
Galesburg, IL

HUMBER OF SCHEDULES:'

PEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: ' Thuraday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE:
Octob,e r 11, 1990

One Busch Place

way

BS/EE or BS/ ME:

Design Engineer

INTERVIEW SIGNQP DATE: Tuesday, sept. 25, 1990
INTERVIEW DATE: Oc~ober 8, 1990 ,

~: ~. GC~T~iEN~~~~~QUIRED
13

1

MAJORS:
85/ME:
Design Engineer Refrigerator Cabinets Design
85/ME: Design Engineer Refrigeration Systems Design

DECEMBER 1990 GRADS ONLY
2.9 G.P.A. REQUIRED

LOCATLON:

INTERVIEW DATE:

nual

~/MS

Entry level enqineers
Pro ject or Process Engineers

POSITION:

,

INtERYIEW SIGNVP PATE: Tu •• 4ay, s.pt. 25, 1990
INTERVIEW DATE: october 11, 1990

'l'bur8day, sept. 13

AL
DECEMBER 1990 GRADS
3.0 G.P.A. REQUIRED
U.S . CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

I ~

!

POSITION:
Product Design
LOCATION :
St . Louis
DECEMBER 1990, MAY 1991 GRADS

MAJORS:
EE, Physics, Math, Comp Science
POSITION:
Entry to mid-level electrical
engineering and computet positions involving weapon
analysis and design.
LOCATION:
·Ft. Walton Beach, FL ' , Huntsville,

recent grads, DECEMBER 1990, OR MAY, JULY 199~ GRADS

PREFER 3.0 G.P.A. AND ABOVE
PERMANENT VISA OR U.S. CITIZENSHIP

I

I

1
BS/ME

1lAJ0RS:

PYNETICS. INC.
Drawer B
1000 Explorer Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805
attn: Ms. Donna Teller

TEXAS EASTMAN COMPANY

LOCATION:

NUllBER OF SCHEDULES :

INTERVIEW DATE: . October 12. 1990

October 10, 1990

""'-

=

BS/EE or computer Science

will be posted at time of interview signups

tiae ot interview siqnups

I

st. Louis, MO 63141
attn: Mr . Bob Haul

2

LOCATION:
J,ittle Rock, AR
recent grads, DECEMBER 1990 OR MAY, JULY 1991 GRADS
2.5 G.P.A . REQUIRED
MUST BE PERMANENT RESIDENT

Details vi11 be available at

j:",; .:.'

P.O. Box 12700

MIS: Systems Programming,
Applications Programming, Operations -- details

Engineering , Manufacturing

I

.. ' :, 0.

ALCO CONTROLS

Ks. carolyn Vest

HUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
BS/EE, ME, Engineering Management MAJORS:
POSITION:
MS/EE

Technical Marketing' Sales,

POSITION:
LOCATION:

NON-PBESCRRENED INTERVIEWS

DILLARDS DAtA . PRQCESSING
900 west Capitol
Little Rock, AR 12201

INC.

11457 Ole Cabin -Road, Suite · 260
St. Louis, MO 63141

Page 17

7:00 pa
7:00 pm
7:00 p.
7:30 pili

$2481 w180mb hard drive
I Year All Parts and Labor Warranty
Prices good only for full time UMR students. faculty and staff.
Payment in advance is required. 2.5% additional required for Master Card/Visa Payments.

6% SOLUTION

Copperfield Square· 602 West 6th Slreet-Rolla

Dark Horse Technologies. Inc.

Phone: (314) 364·7133. Fax: (314) 341-2276

1

Page 18

Wednesday, September 12,1990

. Missouri Miner
MhLLINCKBOQT SPECIALTY CHEMICAL CO .
P.O . Box 5439
st. Louis, HO 63134

BHP UTAH INTERNATIONAL MINERAL CO .
P . O. Box 155

Fruitland, MN
attn:

87416

attn:

Hr . Raymond Thosie

NUMBER OF S CHEDULES : 1
BS/ Mining or Geol. Eng.
MAJORS:
POSITION:
Entry-level Mining Engineers responsible for va rious engineering projects (Detai]
will be posted at time of interview signups)
LOCATION:
Western U. S . Mining operations
located near Farmington, New Mexico
2 . 5 G.P .A. REQUIRED
INTERVI EW SIGNOP PATE:
INTERVIEW DATE:

~

BROWN & ROOT

P.O. Box 3

Houston, TX 77001
attn: Ms . Cindi McKinney

Hr. John Hale

1
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
as/Chemical Engineer
MAJORS:
Process Eng ineer
POSITION:
st.
Louis
LOCATION:
•
DECEMBER 1990 GRADS
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
POSITION:

1-ChE; 1-CE
Civil/Structural Engineer

LOCATION:

Houston

DECEMBER 1990 CIVIL GRADS; DECEMBER 1990 &
MAY 1991 CHEMICAL ENG. GRADS
U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT RES. VISA REQUIRED
2.5 G.P.A. REQUIRED

INTERVIEW SIGNVP DATE;
Tuesday, sept. 25
INTERVIEW DATE : October 12, 1990

INTERVIEW StGNYP DATE: Thursday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE:
September 25, 1990

Tuesday, sept. 25, 1990

Wedne

BJWIIIf sR

work 10

Houston
OIIensvi

caruth.

union C
fenne,se

Intervie

Requlre

October 10, 1990

WEEK OF OCTOBER 4
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER "26

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INP.
510 E . 22nd St.
Lombard, IL 60148
attn: Mr. John Costello

I lCbedu

AITt

EVEREApY BATtERY
3131 E . First
Maryville, MO 64468
attn:
Mr. Julio Casanova

1 ea day, Oct . 9 -10
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
BS/ MS CE
MAJORS:
Manager-in-Training/S t aff EngineerMAJNUMOBRERs .. OF SCHEDULES:
POSITION:
Nationwide
LOCATION:
DECEMBER 1990 GRADS
MUST BE ABLE TO WORK IN THE U.S .
POSITION :
INTERVIEW SIGNYP DATE : TUesday, sept . 25, 1990
! ~~ERVIEW DATES :
Oct. 9, 10, 1 990
LOCATION:

CANCBLLATIONS:

citibank, interview date:
Sept . 26
Inland Steel, interview date : Oct . 11

NOTE:

Information is not available for
.. ischer Control. (interview dates of
of Oct. 11, 12)
GB Aerospace (interview date :
Oct. 9)

777 N.

Blue Parkway
Lee's Summit, MO 64063
attn:
Mr. Bob Hart

1

BS/ ME, Chemistry, statistics,
Math, Biology, Engineering
Man~gement

? lapt Engineer- Mechanical,
Quality Control EnC
gineer, Operations supervisor
Maryville, MO; Red Oak, IA;
Asheboro, NC, Bennington &
St. Albans, VT; Fremont &
Garretsville, OH

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
3-4
MAJORS:
BS/ MS EE, BS/ MS EE I (strong
Computer science; BS/ MS Eng. Mgt.
POSITION:
Planning; Product; Process Eng.
LOCATION:
possible hlocations:
KC, St. .
Louis, Little Rock, AR; or
Dallas, TX
DECEMBER 1990, MAY, JULY 1991 GRADS
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
3.0 G . P.A. REQUIRED
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN REUMES:
Thursday, sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE: October 4, 1990

2.5 G . P.A. REQUIRED
APPLICANTS MUST COMPLY WITH IMMIGRATION REFORM &
CONTROL' ACT OF 1986
recent grads, DECEMBER 1990, MAY, JULY 1991 GRADS

- tutU'"

COIOIolIWE
Levi,por1

Intervie

Roqulrel

level ot
bours CO

s.... ter

start

VO

I lCbedul

PEAQLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES i
Thursday, Sept. 13
INTERVIEW DATE:
september 26, 1990

U"U'"

ARmSAS
Ft. soW

Intervi"

RequirtIN
co-op

EMp£o¥HEHT

Sign-up location'

101 Buehler Bldg.
9th & Rolla Sts.
Co-op Office

Sign-up hours;

7:45 am ..;: 11:00 am
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm

.......•..................................
,-

Interview date;

Tuesday « Oct. 2

1990

SEMS (Sachs Energy Ma nagement Systems)
Chesterfield, MO (st. Loui s area)
Interviewi.ng:

Wed., October 3, 1990

Interview date:

OPpoRTUNITIES

E . E., M. E.

Interview date;

INTERNATIONAL PAPER
Pine Bluff , Arkansas (south of N. Little
Rock
~

Interviewing:

Tuesday

Requirements:
junior year .

2 . 5 GPA

o~ ·; bove.

Entering

sll!ig"'nu:-OlUd.lpL.ld!.Oallt&e-Li....~W.!te!l.d~,....JS:!Je~p2lt;.".....l1..:;9~.l1.2.9.2.9J!0

1 sc:hedule - 1:,3 interview openings·

Wed .. Sept. 19. 19 90

Sept . 18

1990

start work spring 91
Interview date'

Mon"day. october 8

•

~

;:.0

:

;-

Co!

:

go

~

f
1 ...'"
...
E

Tuesday

Oct. 2

1990

DOW CHEMICAL USA
Wo rk. l ocations:
Texas, Louisiana, and
Michigan

··
···
·
·· ""
··,

1 sc h edu l e - 12 i n terview openings

:

A. E., C.Sc. , E.E ., M.E.

Turn in resumes:

Monday

Sept. 2 4

Interview date '
Tuesday

JOHNSON CONTROLS
St . Louis, Missouri

Interviewing:
Interviewing:

Thurs.

oct. 4

1990

Ch.E . , Chern., E.E. , H . E .

E.E., M. E .

Thurs .. sept. 20

sign-u p date :

Thurs.

sept . 20

Into"l",

Requir ..
Citizen.
·ppllC4n
coaplet"

~

PIa liP G

start Wor
RfSUlCEso
CONSIDER!
ABOVE COl!
CO-OP RfS
ABOVE OAT

USIl.\ - SO'

COllllbi.;

Interview:

,,,
,,
,
:
:

Requit...,
Citlzenah'
·pP1ican~

COlplett.t

,,
,
,

..........

1990

1990

start work s pring 91

start work. spring 91

1 schedule - 13 interview open i ngs

2 schedules - 22 interview openings

.•.......••••••••..............•.•...•...

II.ISA - U
Hupton,

1 schedule for C.E., M.E., Mgmt. - 13 interview
openings
1 schedule for C.Sc., E.E. - 13 inte rview openings

S ign-up date:

1990

",uu ..

,

Sign- up date:

Requirements:
2.8 GPA or above . American
Citizen ship not required.
Academic level work Jan-Aug, 1991
of applicants : at least 45 credit hours
completed at the end of the present semester.

18

R!S1lICETCI

.........

Requirements:
2 . 8 GPA or above.
Permanent:
resident status.
Academic ItehVeelenodfoafPPthleicar It,' '
4-5 semesters comple ted at
present semester.
:

Requirements :
3.0 GPA or above.
American
Citizenship required.
Academic level of
applicants:
2nd semester freshmen or above.
Tuesday. Sept

CXIICPAIY,

~

C.Sc., E.E.
(Engineering Development Grou :
job des criptions available in Co-op C:

october 2. 1990
LITTON ADVANCED CIRCUITRY DIVISION
Springfield, Missouri

US11JIES (

COHSIDDI

'g

199 0

-

.....•...•••......••......••........•••••
In terview date:

'"

Interviewing:

........................................

start work spring 91

~

t;

RESUMES ONLY. , IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE
CONSIDERED FOR CO - OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE
Ch.E., E.E.(power optio n) , ABOVE COMPANY , PLEASE .TURN IN A COPY OF
BAXTER HEALTHCARE INC.
M.E.
YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON
Mountain Home, Arkansas (close to Bull Shoa ls
THE ABOVE DATE.
Lake ' Requirements:
2 . 8 GPA or above .
Permanent
' Resident Visa.
Academic level of applicants!
Interviewing: Math., Ch.E., Chern., E.E.,
at least 29 credit hours completed at the
Mgmt., M.E., Pet . E.
end of the present semester.
• •••••••••••• *.* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Interview date: Thursday . Oct. 4 1990
Sign - up date:
Monday Sept . 24. 1990
Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above.
Academic
level of applicants:
at least 50 credit
ANHEUSER BUSCH
start work spring 91
hours completed at the end of the present
St. Louis , Missouri
semester.
1 schedule - 13 interview openings
Interviewing:
C.E., M.E., Hgmt.
Sig n- up date'
Tuesday . Sept. 18. 1990
(Engineer ing Planning Dept.)
Interview date :

~

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above.
American·
Citizenship requi red . Academic level of
:
applicants: at least 30 c r e dit hours completed
at
the
end
of
the
present
semester.
1990

2 schedules - 26 in t erv iew openi ngs

* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
Wright Patterson Air Force · Base, Ohio
Interviewing:

·:

: .g
• m
....

start work. spri ng or summer 91

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above.
American
Citizenship required . Academi c level of
1 schedule - 13 interview openings
applicants:
at l east 30 c redit hour s
completed at the e nd of the present semes tf::L·:······· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sign-up d a t e:

1990

I

Interviewing:
E ~ E . with emphas i s on power
and distribution

Ch.E.

.
_
Requirements:
2 .7 GPA or above.
American
Citizenship or permanent. work visa.
Acad~mic 1 eve 1 0 f appl i cants: - at 1 east ~ 59
c red1t hours completed at the end of the
present semester.
Sign-u p date:

Wednesday. Oct

THE DURHAM COMPANY
Lebahon, Missouri

.................................... .

.t........

ng.

Il

Missouri Miner

Wednesday, September 12.1990
Interview date:

Tuesday

Oct. 9, 1990

Interview date '

Wednesday. Oct

17

1990

Interview date:

TUesday. Oct

BROWN SHOE COMPANY

SUNRISE INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION ,

Work locations: Fredericktown, MO, Cabool, MO
Houston, MO, Mountain Grove, HO, Dixon, MO,
OWensville, MO, Charleston, MO, Bernie, HO,
Caruthersville, MO, Pocahontas, Arkansas,

Kansas city, Missouri

Chicago, Illinois

Interviewing:

Interviewing:

DESIGN

23

Page 19

1990

AMSTED INDUSTRIES

E.E., Eng.Mqmt.

M.E., Met.E.

Union city, Tennessee, Dyer, Tennessee, Lexington, Requirements:
Tennessee, Selmer, Tennessee , Savannah, Tennessee
Interviewing:

M.E., E.E .

Requira.ents:

2.0 CPA or above.

Sign-up date'

Monday

3.2 gpa or above. American
Citizenship required. Academic level of
Requirements: 2.8 CPA or above, Permanent
applicants: at least 50 credit hours completed Visa, Sophomores or Juniors
at the end of the present semester .
Sign-up date: Tues .. Oct. 9 1990
Sign-up date: Wed .. Oct 3. 1990
start work spring, summer, or fall 1991

Oct. 1

1990

IBM CORPORATION

Boca Raton, Florida

1 schedule - 13 interview openings

****.***.*** •• ***** •• ** ******* ** *** ••••
•• * ••••••••••• * * ** ••• ** * * *. * •• * * * •• * * * * * •• *
Interviey date;

Monday

October 15

Interview dat.. •

FridAY ·

oct

19. 1990

Requirement. :

ALCO CONTROLS
Intervie~ ng:

.Enqr. Mgmt.

Requirements: 3.0 CPA or above . Academic
level of applicants: at least 30 credit
hours completed at the end of the present
se.ester .
Sign-up dote;

Monday. October

1.

2.0 CPA or above.

M.E.

Turn in resumes;

Thurs.

.*********.** •• ******.***.****.** •• ~ •••

2 schedules - 20 interview openings

Interview date:
1 schedule - 13 interview openings

• * * * ** •• * * * •• * * * **. * * ** •• *****. * * ** •••• *.
Tinker Air Force Base, Okla.

ARKANSAS BEST
Ft. s.ith, Arkansa.

Interviewing:

C.Sc.

Requireaenta:

none Hated

Tum in (a,uo.;

MondAY

TUesday

oct. 23. 1990

PERIIEA (MONSANTO COMPANY)

st. Loui., Missouri

OKLAHOMA AIR lDGISTICS CENTER

.***.** ••• *.* •• ** •••••• *.**.*******.**

Interviewing:

Oct. 9. 1990

ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF
YOUR CO-OP RESUKE TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON
THE ABOVE DATE.

Oct.. 4. 1990

1990

start work spring 91

Tuesday

Interviewinq:

gort
""

Ch.E., M.E.

Oct . I, 1990

Turn

in resumes;

Thurs ..

Oct.

....
o

NASA - LANGLEY
Maapton, Virqinia

rt

o

··
··
··
··--···-,-··--

:J;nterviewing:

A.E., C.Sc . , E.E., M.E.

Interview date'

3.0 GPA or above.

GENERAL MOTORS CPC

ci tizenship required.

Alierican

Acad_ic level ot

Tuesday

Oct. I. 1990

PICK UP GOVERNMENT FORM 171 ON OCT. 1.

start work spring 91

18

1990

Requirement.s:

E.E.

2.9 GPA or above.

Citizenship required.

American

Acad... ic level of

*•• *. * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * * * *. * * * * * * * * * * * *. * *.
Monday. October 15

1990

• *. * * * *. *. '•••• *. * •• * * * * * ** *. * * •• ** * * * * *.
UNION CARBIDE

Interviewing:

Ch.E., E . E., M.E.

Interviewing:

Requirements :

2.6 GPA or above.

Requirements:
2.0 GPA or above. American
Citizenship required. Academic level ot
Turn in resumes ;
applicants:
at least 30-59 credit hour.
completed at the end ot the present semester.

Tuesday. Oct. 2

1990

1/2 schedule - 6 interview openinqs

•• *.****.***************.**** ••• **.***
Interviey date;

Wed.

Oct.

17. 1990

Intervi.winq:

Ch . E.

._es~.r .

Sign-up date·

Wed.

oct,

10

Monday

Oct

Oct. 24

Wed·

8, 1990

1990

Interviewing;

Ch.E., C.Sc., M.E.

Requirements:

3.0 gpa or above.

Citizenship required.

start work spring 91

·
··
·..·
··
··:
··
·:
··
··•
··

1 echedule -

0"

"'"
Hn
... 0

...
>... t'

'"
'"

...x
"...

'""

ADleric·

Wed., Oct. 10

1990

·."....
....
·..·......."...
.n
.".

.CD
.C
• CD

.0.

work spring 91

****.**.**** *. * ***** ••• * * *•• ** *.****** **.

~b

• :z:

AcadeJIic level 01

applicants: at least 30 credit hours
BE CONSIDl completed at the end of the semester.

RESuMEs ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
FOR CO-OP EMPI:.OYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPlUIY,
PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO sign-up dote:
THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE DATE.

&,0

1990:

OLIN CORPORATION
E. Alton, Illinois

13 interv iev openings

•

***.*****************.************.

Interview date·

Interviewing:

Ch.E., E.E., M.E.

Require.enta:

2 . 0 CPA or above

Turn in resumes;

Tvesday

Oct

Thurs.

Oct. 25

1990

Interviewioq:
,

1990

1 schedule - 12 interview openings

RESUKES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIla! TO .BE
CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE
ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY. OF
YOUR CO-OP RESUKE TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
ON THE ABOVE DATE.

***** •• ***** * * ** ••••• ********* ** *. * * **.

**.***.** ••• ****.* •• ****.***************

~

."
.rt ..
• CD
...
:~

Ch.E., M.E.

ThUrs.

:IJ-

.,

• CD
:c

Requirements: 2.75 gpa or aboVe . oerieon
Citizenship or permanent resident visa .
Academic level of applicants: at least 30
credit hours completed at the end of the
present sellester.
Sign-up dote;

I

....

MARATHON REFINERY

Robinson, Illinois

1990

.tart work spring 91

Oc~

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD WILL HOLD AN
ORIENTATION ON TUESDAY, OCT. 23 IN THE
MISSOURI ROOM, UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST
FROM 7:00 TO 8 : 00 PM. ALL STUDENTS
INTERVIEWING WITH UNION PACIFIC ARE
ASKED TO ATTEND.

Interview dote'

' ETHYL CORPORATION - ETHYL PETROLEUM ADDITIVES
Sauqet, Illinoi.
(St. Loui. area)
PAUL MUELLER COMPANY
Sprinqtield, Miasouri

Requir. .ents: 3.0 GPA or above. Acadeaic
level of applicants: at least ~9 credit
houre coapleted at the end of the present

Wednesday.

* * * * *. *** * •• * *. * * * * *. *. *. * *•• * * * * * ***.

USDA - SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

Columbia, Missouri

Sign-up dAtO'

Sign-up date:

1 schedule - - 13 interview openings

Texas City, Texas

C.E.

C. E . , E.E., H.E.

applicants: at least 29 c red it hours
start work summer 91
completed at the end of the present semesteI

sign-up date; Thurs
Oct 4. 1990
RESUKES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE
CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE
start work spring 91
ABOVE COMPlUIY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF YOUR
CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
1/2 schedule - 7 interview openings

Interview date:

Interviewing,:

Requira.ents: 3.0 GPA or above. Must be
able to work in us. Acada.ic level of
applicants: at least 30 credit hours
completed at the end of the seaester.

Oltlahoaa City, OK

applicants: at least 30-60 credit houre
completed at the end of ~ e present semeater'Interviewing:
in resumes:

oct.

Thure.

Pet. 24. 1990

Wednesday

g

...

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
o.aba, Nebraska

**** •• * •• **.****.~.***.*.*************

Requir. .ents:

Turn

Interviey date ;

".a

...g~

":;...

1 achedule - 12 intervi_ openinq.

CO-OP
ABOVE RESUKE
DATE. TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE

rtw

.0
n

i•

ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF YOl •••• __ ._ ••• __ • ___ ._._. ________ ._. ___ _

._. ________________ ._ •• __ ._. __ ._._...

... CD

0"
Crt

".

'"

work .prinq 91 or tall 91

4f 1990

..
"'g

i"

Requirements: 2.0 CPA or above. Academic coapl.ted at the end of the present s . .ester.
level of applicants: at least 60
hours completed at the end of the ~~::!~t Sign-up date; Tuesday, Oct.. 9 1990
seaester.

REStJIIBS ONLY.
IF YOU IIOULD LIla! TO BE
Pick up qoverruoent tora 171 on OCt. 4 '
CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP DlPlDYMENT WITH THE ABOVl
COKPlUIY, PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP
RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE
RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE DATE. CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP DlPLOYMENT WITH THE

""

•...

Requir. . .nta:
3.25 qpa or above . A»erican
Citizenahip not required. Acad. .ic level
ot applicant.: at least 60 credit hour.
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Require.ents: 2.0 CPA or above. 1 schedule
for juniors - 1 schedule for 2nd semester
RESUKES . ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE
freshllen or sophomores
CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPlDYMENT WITH THE
S iqn-up dote:
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American:

Citizenship required

st. Louis, Missouri

Lewisport, Kentucky
Interviewinq:

C.Sc . , E.E., M.E.

Interviewing:

1990

COMMONWEALTH AWMINIDI CORPORATION
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1 schedule - 10 interview openings

Oct. 11

1990

start work sprinq, summer, or fall 1991
1 schedule - 13 interview openings
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Wednesday, September 12,1990

Missouri Miner

Data Processing'
Meteorol~gy· Vector
Industrial Engineering'
Soiid Staie Physics'
Microbiology'
Population PlanrHng •
OceanograpllY ·-Space
Electron Microscopy'
Trigonometry· Earth
Pharmacy' Robotics'
Quantum Mechanics·
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To'excel in any major,

makea .
minor investment.
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Englflec,rinD\,._ _ _.,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _Je· Analyt!cal Geornelry
Differential Equations' Earth Scionce • Aerospace' G8!1etic& • Digital Systems
Physiology' Plane Trigonometry Appltic: Yeclli:m'GS • Robotics· Epi(iemiolonv
Botany· Mycol~)gy • Health Education· Oc(,anogr8pi1Y • Eectrical Engineering
Environmental
' " • (('!lula: Bioioqy
Data Processing· M; ".
Electrical Engineering'

ifferential Equations'
- hys!Ology • Plane
30tany • Mycology'
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bstract Algebra'
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ceanography' Space Science' Bloeng!neenng • Biofcqy' 1'1eo1'-, j\lgor,tt)

Let Casio make your most complex courses look
easy, With simple-to-use scientific calculators
that offer high-powered features . Without the
high price,
Our 8-digit Solar Plus™ fx-300A is easy
to read and operates even in the dimmest light.
Its 128 functions make it a valuable addition
to virtually any math or science course. The
fx-300A performs statistical and fractional
calculations, And it stores six computations
in memory.
Fbr more power, tap into our Solar Plus
fx-115N. This lO-digit scientific calculator gives
you 154 functions . It offers computer math for
everything from binar y to hexadecimal c:iJ.culations, Linear regression analysis, And an
applications workbook that makes the fx-115N
simple to use .
Our 12-digit fx-4200P data calculator is
in a class by itself The dot matrix LCD lets you
see alpha-numeric formulas , names and technical data exactly as written. The replay feature
prompts you to solve for different values of a •
varia ble without inputting the formula each
time, Plus, there's a powerful 279-step memory
and 150 advanced functions ,
No matter what courses you're taking ,
Casio has a scientific calculator that's of major
importance. At a price that's a minor subject.

CAS IO~

Whe re Mi rac les Never Cease

Ask for Casio Scientific Calculators
at your bookstore.
Casio. Inc. Calculator Products Division.
5 70 Mt. Pleasant Aven u e. Dover, NJ 07801 (201) 361-5400
Solar Plus is a trademark of Casio Computer Co .. Ltd.
'Sug geoted retail PMoe
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